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ECO)QMIC COMPARISONS OF ALTERNATIVE LAND-USE SYSTE8 01
SELECTED FARMS IN THE OREGON WHEATALLOW AREA
RAPTER

INTRODUCTION

Oregon wheat farmers were called upon to expand
wheat production in response to wartime or world emergency
demands during and immediately following World War II.

Large quantities of wheat were required for export to needy
ountries overseas, In order to meet the demand and in
respons. to high price., farmers greatly increased plantings. This, together with improved production practice.,
favorable weather, and higher yields contributed to record
crop. in recent years. Since 1952, greatly reduced export
demand resulted in large wheat stocks. Consequently, acreage allotments were introduced for the 1954 crop whereby
wheat acreage. were out back by 20 per cent from the previous year's planting.. For the 1965 crop, the overall
reduction in acreage of wheat for farms will range up to
about 40 per cent of the 1953 crop.
Economic impacts of acreage allotments are reduced
arm incomes, loss in capital position, and less production
totenoy. Farmers regard an income cut after a long
'nod of profitability in wheat farming as a drastic mess, especially when prospects f or other farm commodities
be general economy are good. Farmers stand to lo*e
worth as the value of assets declines with reduced

income-earning oapactiee Production inefficiency results
from reduction in scale of operations and from changes in
the proportioning of factors of production.
Farmer Problems in kdjustin to Aoreage Allotments
Managerial problems exist whenelver farmers lack

sufficient knowledge to decide on a course of action, to
take action, and to bear risk. Today, more than ever,
there 1. uncertainty in wheat farming as knowledge of futm's yields, prices, government programs, and production
method. is imperfect. The wheat farmer presently te confused by lack of knowledge about future opportunities in
wheat, and yet his main managerial task is the development
of a general set of production plans for the future. Difficulties in planning wheat farming businesses consist of problem. relating to both estimation of future income possibilities in growing wheat, and to those involving what use to
make of available resources removed from wheat production

(1, pp.30-36). Emphasis will be given in this study to
farmers' problems in ohotce of alternative land-use systems
for diverted wheat acres.
Substantial adjustments in farm organization are no
ary under an acreage allotment program. The question

d by individual farmers is hst to do with the acreage.
diverted from wheat production. What alternative crops are

there for wheat if the best land is retained in wheat?

The

iidiate problem is to find employment for resources on individual farme. That ii, how can operations be adjusted to
utilize available land, labor, and machinery? All such resources will be rendered partially idle by the reduction in
wheat aereagee unless suitable substitutes ax's found. ?
problern is especially diffioult in the Oregon dryland wheat
aria where there are few alternative enterprises physically
and eoonoznioally feasible. Farmers in this aria have
mited income opportunities for resources diverted fr
wheat production.

Decision making in choice of alternative crops and
ock involves technical and economic problems. The
technical problem of wheat rsrm.rs is their need to
adapt limited available knowledge to particular resource
situations. Only limited knowledge i available about
crops other than wheat in the Oregon wheat summerf allow

area because farmers generally have little .xpertence in
them. In addition, only a small amount of research has
been carried out on input-output relationships for alternative crops in the area. Finally, physical production
possibilities are different f or particular farms. Farm
resource situations vary with size of farm, amounts of

rangeland, livestock facilities, soil, rainfall, and other
physical factors.
The economic ,roblem in selecting alternative farming systems primarily is one of evaluating alternatives on
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the basis of economic criteria. These include income posetbilittes, investment required, flexibility, and consex'Va;lon. Various uses of resources need to be appraised by
hese criteria under conditions of uncertainty. Uncertainty
in planning for use of diverted acres exists because of insufficient knowledge about major economic variables.

In

appraisal of production alternatives, the major economic
variables to consider are price-cost relationships, capital
requirements, and government policies.
Purposes 2.

! Stud

The main purpose of this study is to provide the
basis or increased farmer knowledge in use of diverted
acres. The majority of farmers may have some notion as to
future expectations in wheat production and in alternative
enterprises to wheat, but generally farmers are in doubt
regarding what action they should take. Increased farmer
knowledge about input-output relationships and relative
profitabilittea for alternative crops and livestock is
desirable.

It is required if uncertainty connected with

plans for uee of diverted acres is to be reduced.

Re-

source classifications, price-cost relationships, and pro-

duction data used in selection and comparison of alternatives will be adapted specifically to the Oregon wheatsunimerfallow area in this study.

The study primarily is concerned with two ma
questions. These arex (1) What are the practical alternatives for use on diverted acres in the Oregon wheat-snmeZ'
tallow area? and (2) How do these alternatives compare on
th. basis of economic criteria? Specific objectives regarding answers to these questions axe as follows;

To select practical production alternatives
adaptable to different resource situations
under limited and unlimited opportunities
to grow wheat and other cash crops.
To estbiato incomes expected from each eo

lected alternative by using realistic
input-output data and price relationships.
To examine the selected alternative land-use
systems in terms of additional economic
criteria., namely, costs of adjustment,
flexibility, and conservation.
The analysi, begins in the next chapter With & Usecription of the problem area and methodology used in th
study. Resource situations are classified, and technical
and economic information required in the evaluation of alternatives are assembled. Chapter 3 deals with the idea

tion of practical alternutiv.s for varying resource aitua
tions, problem areas, and government policy with respect to
acreage allotments. Chapter 4 includes a.hort.run income
comparisons of selected alternatives. Also, in Qh*pter 4,
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alternativee ar opard on the baeie of eatimated adjustment costa and flexibility advantages. Conservation as a
long-rim criterion is considered in Ck3spter 5. Principles

of conservation and pirioal analyses are uad to place
conservation in a realistic position for evaluating alteruattvs. in the Oregon wheat-eunnerfallow area.

CH&PTER II

DESCRIPTION OF STUDY AREA AND METHODOLOGY
A description of the study area is given in the
first part of this chapter.

This description includes

physical and climatic characteristics, and a separation of
the area into geographic divisions on the basis of productivity and erosion probleme.

Most of the chapter, how

ever, deals with the method of study, including sources of
data, method of analysis, and criteria used in evaluating

landuse alternatives.
Descrtttion of Study Area
The study area comprises the wheatauiinerfa]-1OW land

of the Columbia Basin in northeastern Oregon (Figure 1).

It

includes the wheat regions of Morrow, Gillisat, Sherman, and
Wasco counties, and part of the wheat area in thnatilla

county. The elevation in the area ranges from less than 500
feet near the Columbia River to more than 2,500 feet at the
foothills of the mountains.

Croplande often are 1nter

spersed with deep canyons and/or rangelend.

become more shallow and heavier
elevation.

Soils generally

in texture with increase in

The soils range from deep, light textured,

rapidly permeable to shallow with a medtuii texture.

The study area is divided into geographic divisions
according to productivity and type of erosion problems.

Location Map

0

Legend

Study area

High productivity
S

t

S

Low productivity with water erosion problems
Low productivity with wind erosion problems

Figure 1.

The Study Area with Outline of Productivity and Erosion
Problem Sub-Areas,

basis of rainfall and soil characteristics, two geproductivity levels can be distinguished. They are
ed to as the wheat-summerfallow area of low productivity and the wheat-eummerfaflow area of high productivity.

The area is further divided with respect to kind of erosion
problems. The two erosion areas comprise those localities
with water erosion problems and those with wind erosion
problems.

The wheat-eiumnerf allow area of low productivity
omprisee a large part of Sherman, Gilliam, and Morrow

counties, and the southwestern part of Umatilla county.
Normal precipitation for most of the area ranges from 10
to 14 inches per year. Rainfall increases from lower to
higher elevations. The wheat-euxnmerfallow area of high
productivity is located in northwestern Uaatilla county,
northwestern Sherman county, and central Wasco county.

For the most part, these localities lie within the 12 to
16 inch rainfall zone.
Wheat yield limits for the two productivity areas
cannot be precisely determined because of soil and rainfall
variations within each area. Yields averaged 16.8 bushels
for the low productivity area, and 26.6 bushels per acre
in the high productivity area in the period 1928-47 (10).
Erosion problems generally are more serious in the
low productivity areas. Most of Sherman and Guitar
counties are affected by water erosion difficulties, as are
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the wheat growing areas in southern Morrow and Umatilla
The general area of wind erosion is the northern

counties.

part of Sherman and Morrow counties, and western Ilmatilla
county.

Both water and wind

erosion prob1ns, however,

be found in the areas of high productivity.

Farmers in

central Wasco county are known to experience water erosion
difficulties.

Also, wind erosion seriously affects some

highly productive wheatlands in northwestern Umatilla.

Method 2 Study
The first phase of the study pertains to the determination of the practical alternatives to wheat on farms in
the Oregon wheat-summerfallow area.

A consensus of farmers'

experiences and opinions mainly are used as a basis for
determining the set of practical alternatives.

Economic

comparisons of the alternatives are made in the second part
of the study.
The methodology f or the thesis is outlined in the

remainder of this chapter wider three main divisions.

These are: (1) sources of data from which the thesie is developed, (2) method of analysis used in

comparing the rela-

tive incomes of alternatives, and (3) criteria used in
addition to money income in making economic comparisons.
Sources 2

Data

In.tormat ion obtained from a farm survey provided

primary data for determining the 'racttoel land"use alternativeig on diverted wheat acres. Physical input-output
data and prices used in making economic ccmiparieons or *1
ternativee were derived from secondary soees.
A survey of wheat farmers was carried
out in the Oregon wheat-sumnerta3.low area during the fall
of 1954 by the Oregon Agricultural Experiment Station and
Agricultural Research Sarvioe, U.S.D.A It was initiated
Fax'm Survey.

to study the problems that farmers face in adjusting to
th. wheat allotment program. Tha important objectives of
the survey were: (1) to determine how farmers adjusted to
wheat allotments in the past, and what their plans were in
the future, (2) to study adjustment problem, as related t*
resource situations, and (3) to obtain general in.formation
on farmer experiences and opinions on production alternatives to wheat.
The farm sample was stratified on th. basis a,
umber of acres in cropland, the amount Of rangeland, and
productivity class. Information on the size of farms,
acres of cropland, and the amount of non-cropland was
obtained for each comeunity in a county from the Agrioul-

twa] Stabilization Comeittee offices in th. five counties
of the study area. Communities were rated as to produetivity by soil specialists of the Soil Conservation Service
and Oregon State College.

Farms were classified according to size in acres of
eropland and acres of nooropland, The aim was to obtain
farms of different acreages of eropland, with and without
significant amounts of rangeland. Significant amounts of
angeland were those acreage. sufficient for carrying at
east 20 animal unite of cattl. on range, assuming 30 acres
of rangeland were required per unit. Siz. groups were represented as three and one-halt section, two, and one section cropland farms, with and without significant amounte
of range]and. For sampling purposes, an equal nuer of
farms was selected at random from sach of the following
modal groups:

Large farms with significant amounts
rangeland
1801 - 3000 acres of oropland
801 acres and over of non-cropland
Large farms with insignificant amounts
of rangeland
1801 - 3000 acres of oropland
0 - 500 acres of non-cropland
Medium farms with significant amounts

of rangiland
901 - 1600 acres of oropland
601 saris and over of non-oropland

Medium farms with insignificant amounts of
rangeland
1600 acres of cropland
901
0 - 400 acres of non-cropland

Sma].l farms with significant amounts of
range land

300 - 800 acres of oropland
601 - 3000 acres of non-oropland
Small farms with insignificant amoun
rangeland

401 - '700 acres of oropland
300 acres of non-cropland

Information obtained in the survey was used in
classifying resources and developing a set of land-use
alternatives for economic comparisons. Classification of
farms on basis of major resource variables, including size,
amount of rangeland, and facilities for livestock provided

a basis for appraising the feasibility of different landuse systems for the study area as a whole. The feasibility
of production alternatives depended also on productivity
and soil erosion problems of the farmers.

The main criterion for selecting a set of feasible
errtattves was the pract1cabilty of systems as based
on a consensus of farmers' experiences and opinions. The
consensus of farmer opinions was used to select practical
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alternatives because of tnadscuate information available
for deducing a set of alternatives. however, the general
land-us4 possibilities for appraisal by farmers logically
were deduced in drawing up the survey sobedule.
Source

data used in

Budgeting Data.

Physical input-output

the budget analysis were obtained from several

sources. The most important source was unpublished data
from a regional study of the economics ot conservation farming in the Pacific Northwest area (10). Some of the data
from the economics of conservation study were adjusted On
the basis of more recent input-output estimates.

These

more recent estimates mainly were derived from a study of
wheat farms in Wasco county, an analysis of recent experimental data, and the information obtained in the survey.
Prices of inputs and outputs used in the bud.gets
were, as nearly as possible, f or the year 1954. These
prices were used since the analysis determining relative
incomes of alternatives was for a short-run period of time.

Purchase prices of farm machinery and some production
supplies were obtained from a dealer in the study area,

and other prices paid by farmers were taken from U.S.D.A.
reports (13, 14). Prices for 1954 were not available for

all items used in production. Prices for these items were
estimated by adjusting prices in a previous period by use
of index numbers (16). For example, prices for equipment
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euppites such as fuel, oil, and repair parts were adjusted
by the indx of Motor Yshiole Supplies (1910-14). Simia.z'ly, construct ion prices were corrected to the 1954
level by the index of farm building and fencing material
(1910-14).

Farm product prices ussd in the budget analysis
ces for the months in 1954 in which most of the indivdua1 products were marketed (15) The price of wheat
used was 82.5 per cent of old parity or $2.04 per bushel.
This was slightly lower than the October, 1954 price of
wheat. Barley and cattle prices received were those of
October, 1954. The price of bay was obtained by adjusting
the all.hay price for Oregon in October, 1954 with the

price of grain hay relative to all hay in 1951. (6, pp.30,
45). A feed price of wheat was calculated on its teed
value, relative to barley, and based on the price of bane
Method 2 Analyeii

The method of analysis consists of budgeting proce-

dures in deriving relative incomes of various alternatives.
Iseentially, the method is to rank the alternativss oft the
basis of how each compares with the income from a basic
system of wheat production. A description of the farm

situations budgeted also is included in this section.
Finally, assumptions regarding the size of wheat allotment
in effect are stated.

16

Budget in

Proesdul'.. The farm budget method is

used to estimate the income potential of vaticyus fain plane.
The method is well adapted to comparing incomes from alternative systems of farming under various assumptions. The
factors constant or nearly the same for all alternatives do

not affect relative inoomee, end, therefore, are not included in formal budgets. Nmphasie is placed upon the
factors which account for differences in incomes from

various systems; it being reasoned that these factors are
the variables conditioning the ohoioe of an alternative.
The incomes derived through budgetary procedures

are stated as percentages of the income estimated for an
all wheat production system. Alternative farm systems in
rolving various uses of diverted acres are compared to a
b*sio system of no diverted wheat acres. Then, th. alternatives are ranked according to their incomesarning
potential relative to the baaio system. Net farm income
a not determined, but relative incomes are derived by
tracting variable costs from gross farm income. The
variable cost figure is comprised of those direct oosts
that vary with alternative production systems, and indtrot cost a occurring from additional capital investment

in adjusting to particular alternatives. The main items
of cost considered fixd to all the alternatives are land
taxes, interest on real estate and major machinery, and
production expenses on allotted wheat acreages.
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Thtee major roupa of variables are analysed in

budget oompariaons of the alternatisre land.se sfsteiaa.
Thea. arez (1) gross farm income, (2) dtreot coats, and

(3) differences in in4irect costa.

C}roaa farm income

derived from total eale* of all commodities associated
with a particular land-use alternative. Direct coate are
those which vary with the amount of output or are uniue

for specific enterprisea, while indirect coats are the re
suit of additional oapital oost needed for tr&Aaitiou to
the adjusted itiation. The main task in the analysis is
to determine these three major budget items for eaob rela'-

vant alternative, and to explain th. reason for (lifferenoes in these Items among alternative,. In this way, the
farnier may detect the income and coat differences he can
expect in adjusting to one system compared to what be might
expect from an alternative system.
Gross farm income is made up ot sales of wiles

barley or beef, and the important direct coats include
hired labor, crop expenses, and coats of operating power
equipment. Crop expenses consist of crop insurance, weed

sprays, sad fertiliser when useable, Seed requirements,
however, are dduoted from saleable grain and not treated
as a crop expense. Costs of operating power equipment in-

olizt. fuel, oil, and repair parts for tractors, trucks, and
eothinea. Lnnual repair coats, depreciation, property taxes,
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and interest are the important indirect coats OOnn.CtId
ith additional. capita]. investment. Repair ooet and deelation are aesoci&ted only with additional buildinge,
improvements and utachinery. Interest and taxes, however,
are charged on all additional capital, including livestCk
added in various alternative systems.
Situations

Studi. In order to study the effect

of variations in ree,urces, a single farm was chosen which
could be ad1uated to repressnt different sizes and amaunts
of rangsland. The criteria for selecting this farm were
Its divisibility into different sizes, and its adjustability into rangeland and non-rangiland situations, The
methodology used oonsiats of either subtracting or adding
ract to obtain the desired term size failing within the
odal else group for the area. Different assumptions re.
garding productivity and erosion probi*a$ can be made for
the selected farm.
The tracts of land belonging to the farm selected
study are shown in Figure 2. The farm eonsiets of
o tracts. The total number of acres for the non-range
and situation amounts to 2,2b4 acres of which 2,144 acres
are oz'op]snd. This is only slightly less than the three
and one-halt sections of cropland making up typios.l farms

in th. area. When tract two Xe deleted, a farm in the
medium-sized group is obtained. It includes a total of
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p of 8leeted Fsrm With Outline of Separate
Traot a.
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1,280 acres cone&sttng of 1,170 acres of oropland and 110

acres of land unfit for cultivation or grazing and farmstead. Forty-four acres of oropland are seeded down to a
gz'sss waterway. To obtain a farm in the email-sized group,
tract three is deleted so that the total land remaining in
tract one is 640 acres. This includes 530 acres of cropland, and the remainder is rough land, farmetead, and buildings. For rangeland situations, 1,000 acres of rough pasture, and 500 acres of wast.land are added to each size
group.

Th. three size groups depicted by the farm selected
compare closely to modal sizes in the area. Actual inventories of land resources as recorded in field schedules
averaged 2,150 acre. of oropland for large farms, 1,260
acres for medium farms, and 670 acres t or small farms. The
average amounts of rangeland for the corresponding size
groups in the insignificant rangeland classification were
260 acres, 311 acres, and 145 acres. In the significant
rang]and situations, large farms averaged 1,808 acres of
non-cropland, medium farms 1,510 acres, and small farms

1,370 acres of non-oroland.
Although the influsnes of size differences in seecting among various land-use systems is not treated in
formal economic comparisons, expected effects of size on r.e
lative incomes are arrived at through reasoning proesasis.
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The budgeting analysis in this thesis is just a portion of
the total budgeting to be done in the completed study in
which all three sizes will be used. Budgets are limited
here to the medium-sized situation with and without significant amounts of raugeland.
Wheat Allotment and Diverted A*rea.

A wheat allot-

t amounting to 65 per cent of the base acreage is assumed
or purposes of this study. This means that 35 per cent of
the average numbers of acres in crop over a two-year period
is diverted from wheat production. Calculation of the wheat
allotment is shown for a medium-sized farm with 563 acres
normally planted in grain and 44 acres in grass. In each
year, 212 acres are diverted from wheat (60'? x .35 - 212).
The allotment 1*, therefore, 351 acre. (563 212 351).
milarly, wheat allotments for large farms and small farms
t to 667 sores and 163 acres respectively.

Criteria for Appraising Alternativ

The economic criteria used in evaluating the alternatives in this study relate to two time periods. These
are short-run and long-run criteria. Sbort-rwi soil longrzn time periods may be defined in terms of the alternatives considered, Por purposes of this study, a time
period of from two to three years ta assumed to represent
the short-run; the long-run is then, any period exceeding
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that length of time. In genera

the time span of farmers'
production plans does not exceed the short-run. The hortrun criteria are income, flexibility, and costa of adjust.'.
msnt. Stability of income from year-to-year as & criterion
for evaluating alternatives is not considered in the study.
Conservation is considered as a major factor in long-run
planning.

Short-run Criteria. For the short-run, farmers
usually conceive of money ineosie as the main criterion for
asking decisions. It is for this reason that major eapha-'
ate is placed on relative incomes in the economic coaparieons at alternatives. Flexibility i. the ability to change
readily from one crop to another, or from one enterprise to
another at low cost. This is a desirable feature of farm
planning when uncertain of the future profitability of the
ditfeent crops or enterprises. Therefore, alternatives
also are ranked in terms of flexibility.
Costs of adjustment are other hort-run considerstions since we can logically expect costs to be the chief
imiting factors to some farmer, in adopting particular a
ternatives. These coats beoom* less significant in the
longer time period when initial outlays are spread over a
greater number of years. They include the oapital investment a rep ired in shifting to an alternative land-use
system, initial. establishment costs to be allocated over
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the life of the system, and transItion labor reqi irenents
In making the adjustment.
Conservation. Farmers axe generally less Interested

long-run conservation systems than are the professional
people who are concerned with use of soil resources. Lack
knowledge about the benefits of soil conservation is
lanced aa the major reason why iarmers have been slow in
adopting recommended farming systems. W. would expect that

farmers will use conservation systems when they have suff Imt knowledge of conservation, and may observe with a

'asonable amount of certainty that It will be profitable
over time. It Is, therefore, appropriate that conservation
be considered as a criterion for appraising alternatives
in the long-run. The conservation practice of trashy
fallow, however, is considered in the abort-run in this
tudy. frashy fallow is a system using subsui'face tillage
methods so that a cover of stubble mulch Is left on the
surface. It differs from the regular summarfallow practice of moldboard plowing In which stubble Is worked into

the top layer of soil.
In view of the uncertainty of conservation advantages in longer planning periods, it appears that the main
task confronting us Is primarily one of increasing knowledge about conservation. Accordingly, some principles
of conservation, together with statistical analyses si's
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presented in Chapter 5 in developing a hypothesis explainng the state of the conservation problem in the Oregon

whtsniertallow area, Finalli, alternatives are ranked
on the basis of conservation.

The studl area comprised the wheat-eumme''fallow

land of the Ocluithia Basin in northeastern Oregon, including the wheat areas of Morrow, Gilliam, Sherman ani Wasco

oounties, and part of thnattlla county. It was divided into problem localities according to level of productivity
and type of erosion problems.
The study was composed of two major phases: (1) de-

termination of practical alternatives t? wheat, and (2) eecnomic comparisons of these alternatives. Farm survey data
and secondary data from various sources were used in the
study. The main method of comparing the alternatives
was budgeting. This facilitated an income comparison in

ihich gross farm tnoms, direct coets, and indirect coeta
were taken into account. In addition to incone, flexibility, costs of adjustment, and conservation were considered in appraising the alternatives.

OH&PTER XXI

SELECTION OF ?RACPICAL lAND-USE ALTERNATIVES

The purpose of this chapter is to ss].eot a set of
practical alternatives for use on farms in the Or.gon
wheat-suerfallow area. Delineation of relevant land
experiences
use systems is based primarily on
and on their ideas regarding general production possibilities under varying resourc. situations and opportunities
to grow wheat and other cash crops. Accordingly, three

divisions of the chapter sr.: (1) appraisal by farmers of
basic production possibilities for use on diverted acres,
(2) consideration of the major elements in their landso plans, and (3) selection of the alternattyss.
Earmex Aprateai of ProductiOyi Possibilitt4
The basic rays farmers in the wheat euauaerf allow

area can use land taken out of wheat are: (1) grow feed
grains as cash crops or as feed for farm use, (2) seed to
grass for pasture or conservation purposes, (5) grow small

grains for hay and/or pasture, (4) l*t diverted acres remain idle in stubble or in double sumniertallow, and
) grow other cash crops such as grass seed or safflower.

were the general land-use possibilities included in
urrey schedule for appraisal by farmers. Outlined
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in this section is a consensus of farmer Opinion expressing
the practicability of each alternative group for the study
area as a whole.
Grain Al ernat lye

Barley, oats, and rye are the feed grain alternam
tives to wheat. Of these, only barley reeeied major consideration by the farmers surveyed. Oats may do well where
moisture is relatively high but are risky I or the area as
a whole. Rye has limited value as a feed gr&tn, and there
is danger of it becoming a weed when grown on wheat3and.

Iext to wheat, farmers rank barley as their best
crop. Yields of barley compare favorably with wheat.

Mother important factor influencing the shift to barley
the greater iount of production know-how as compared
to many land-use alternatives. This is because production
bode for barley are similar to those for wheat.
There are definite economic advantages associated
favorable production aspects of barley. Income per
is the main consideration. wheat farmers recognize
barley as a major cash-crop alternative with good incomeearning potential. Also, barley has coat advantages over

other alternatives since it requires nearly th. same production methods, machinery, and market facilities as wheat.
In addition to income and coat advantages in growing barley,
wheat farmers regard it as the alternatIve involving least
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amount at uncertainty. This follows beoSuse of their
greater knowled in production and marketing of barley
than any other crop except wheat
further advantage of

barley is its flexibility as a cash crop alternative.
Shifts hack to wheat a'oduotton easily can be made from

barley at low cost.
Praedoz to grow barley depends, however, on proti
ci one of the allotment program. Under total cosipliance re-

gulatione on growing cash crops, barley is restricted
because of the lack at production history for a base acre0. The possibility of enforcement of compliance regulaone in the tutu's is sufficient reason for appraising
alternatives such as grass, grain hay, pasture, and idle.
Although each crops other than barley receive little attin
tion from farmers, they too could be limited by provisions
of the control program.
Erosion problems associated with growing spring

grains in some regions are recognised as a further limit..
tion of the barley alternative. These problems are likely
o occur whenever apring grain 18 grown and erosive land Is

t fallow during the winter. Current varieties of fall
barley are cusoeptabi. to winter freezing. Few farmers
have experienced success with tall seeded barley.
Grass Alternatives
Most of the farmers in the study had some experience

in growing grass on th'yland. Their experience usually was
associated with grass seeded either as an incentive *&iuetmont in earlier wheat allotment rogramo, or on steep
slop)a for jrevition of soil erosion. Created wheat grass
was the p dominant grass drown in the area. It was rated
a rsasonbly good ou'ce of pasture on wheat farina, Yeeptn,g the grass pastured down and alternating cattle on and
off in short periods appeared to be the best mnagement
practice tot' deriving maximum carrying capacity. Farmers

reported the quality of grass hay to be poor.
Practically no interest was shown in a rotation
plan involving grass and wheat eumierfaUow. Decreases

in subsequent wheat yields following grass, difficulty in
abliahing stands of grass, and inadaptability of grass
rotation to livestock enterprises were stated a the
important production disadvantages of grass grown in rota-'
tion. Over one-halt the farmers in the survey who bad expertenca in wheat after plowing created wheat grass mdicated yields were lass than if grass had not been grown.
Some farmers were convinced wheat yields do not return to

the normal level until at least the third crop after grass.
Others stated the time required to establish grass of' two
or tlrae years prohibits its use in rotation with wheat.

Inadaptability of grass in rotation to facilities for live
stock involves probleis of fencing with changing pasture

areas and inaccessibility of available water facilities in
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stoeklng certaia fields, Lack of rangoland adjsoent to
aeded grass pasture further oompl:Loates use of the

ss

at fallow rotation,
Oregon wheat farmers expressed a strong preference

for permanent grass rather tn the grass-wheat zIot3tion
system when the alernativee reduce to these two. Over
O per cent would seed grass down permanently on specific
acres, They reasoned this to be more advantageous than

the rotation system it grass is seeded a000rdng to least
productive land, land expensive to operate, or erosive
land having steep siopas, wind affected fields, and thin
ecU. Furthermore, wheat farmers lila to select parti
oular fields for planting grass according to facilities
top livestock,
Perhaps the most significant reason why tarmor

generally were not Interested in grass was that they did
not normally plan in longu.run Intervals. In TflOst caseS,
farmers ware reluctant to make any plane beyond next
yeaiss crop because they were uncertain of the opportunity
to grow wheat and what alternative would be the best chotee
for the future. Farmera naturally were Inclined to go slow

on enterprises such as grass which require long periods to
pay off, For this reason, grass was given little consideration since several years are needed before maximum benefits
can be obt&ined. Although most farmers agreed that grau
was the leading conservation crop by 'virtu, of its benefits
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n bi.ilding and holdir..g scSi, ar. increase in conservation
through raae seedings was not planned bocise of uneortain-

ty of the benefits of grass in the long run.
i1ong 'uith the uncertainty involved in growing grass
on diverted acres, wheat far&era recognize grass as the most

inflexible of all lard-use alternatives. They lock upon
eodir grssz as a lose in income potential frorn lees per*nent alternatives such a cash grain oops. A grass rotation requires a farmer to keep some of }ii best cropland
in graas for as long as four years in a twelve-year rotstion, while raes permanently seeded down has greater
inflexibility it grown on good cropland.
Fven in short-run planning 'periods, farmers do not
consider grass as an important alternative especially when
ash crops may be grown. Factors contributizig to loss in
not income arid increased. costs associated with crass are
the reasons for its non-acceptance. In the tir't place,
sales of products from grass are limited because of relatively low carrying capacities and ytelde. ilso, farmers
considered the relationship of livestock prices to cash
grain prices in recent 7ears unfavorable for grase-'livestock enterprises on eat farns in the area. Farnere

point out thtt large amounts of capital are required for
adjusting into grass systems. For exanmple, increased investments are necessary whenever a farmer cannot utilize
grass under his present resource situation without smaking

1

substantial adjustment
Grain

and/or Pasture Alternativls

About one-halt the farmers interviewed bad some
penance in growing email grains for pasture and/or hay.

One practice was to utilize the wheat entirely for pasture.
Another method was to pasture wheat but to nimoy. the livestock befor. causing a significant rsduetion in yield.
Complete utilization of wheat for pasture was the practice

of interest in this study. The carrying capacity of wheat
pasture depended upon the way it was handled. Yields of
whsat hay grouped around a mode at one ton per acre for the
farms surveyed. Both wheat pasture and hay were e&id to be

of exolleut quality for Livestock.
Flexibility and prevention of soil erosion are the
important advantages derived from the grain hay and pasture

alternative. It is a highly flexibl, use of expensive
sunerf allow land in short-run periods. Erosion prevention
measiu'es az. derived from th. practice of seeding all acres
to grain in the fall, followed by pasturing in the spring.
In this way, land is not left in fallow over the winter when
erosion hazards are gr.at.et.
Inability to utilize grain pasture on wheat farms
ted to be its main disadvantage as an alternative landsystem. Many farmers emphasize their need for larger

restock enterprises in order to utilize all the wheat
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pasture that can be grown on diverted acres. These farmers
do not rate grain pasture as a practical alternativ. unless
hey are prepared to add livestock and livestock facilities.
Insufficient rangeland to carry stock throughout the pasture

year nay be the limiting factor. Bowevcr, farmers who ba*
niore livestock facilities give & higher rating to the grain
pasture alternative.
Investment in haying equipment, and high labor costs
required in putting up hay were emphasised by tal'mor3 as

limiting factors. Added to these coats are the costs of
preparing eummerfallow which altogether makes the growing
f grain-hay an expensive operation. Some farmers state

t grain hay is no better than a breakeven propositIon,
re it is d ther more economical to buy hay or grow hay,
depending on the local price,
Alternattyss

Idle Laud

In the survey, farmers were asked to ooEmient

On

the feasibility of leaving land idle in stubble or in
Idle in stubble could be handled in
a rotation of wheat stubble and sumiuerfallow, ox' the stubble land could be taken out of wheat production. Idle in
double s'unmiertaflow.

double summerf allow is a rotation of wheat, fallow and
fallow.
Although no Income is derived from land left in

stubble, it can be the best alternative from thi standpoint
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of least costs if weed ootrol measures do not have to be
taken. Least-cost ways 01' handling diverted acres receive

major consideration by farmers who do not have facilities
for live stock. La a conservation measure, leaving land in
stubble reduces both wind and water erosion. Stubble may
also have some pasturing advantages if native grasses come
back sufficiently ..11 for grazing purposes. In rating
th. practice of clean double summerfauowing diverted
acres, farmers pointed out prevention of weeds, increases
in sub sequent wheat yields, and the high degree of flezibility as important advantages. Double su3flmePtailOW is
the most flexible way in which farmers can keep their land
under uncertainty of the wheat allotment program.
Leaving land idle 1r stubble i & non-income proposition and for this reason many farmers do not consider

it a real alternative. Also, the weed problems involved
may be a serious limiting factor. The greatest disadvantage to double swznnerfallow is the erosion problem; steep
elopes or wind blown fields can never be left this way
without serious soil losses. Double sumxnerfallowin,g is
costly since it means working land from which no income

is derived,
Other Alternatives

Parniers recognized few possibilities other than

ed grains, grass, grain hay and pasture, or the idle

for uss on diverted acrese Small grains for green
manure purposes wore suggested by some farmers. Grass for
seed was considered feasible, but field peas were said to
be restricted by Lack of moisture. Safflower was given
little consideration, although It is a cash crop having
ibout the earn. cultur, as wheat.
Elements Condittonin Farmer Plane

Farmer plans for use of diverted sores were conditioned by several major factors. Government policy in
speot to the wneat allotment program was found to be the
most important element in farmer choice of alternatives.
early as important was the variation in resource situs-

tions, particularly size of farm and facilities for livestock. Zn addition, productivity differences, erosion
problems, and farmez'et tenure position had some influence

on plans for us. of diverted sores.
øn;t Polio

Two important aspects of government policy of aig-

canoe to farmer choice in land use srez (1) opportunity
grow wheat, and (2) opportunity to grow other cash crops.
Generally, the study presupposes limited opportunity to gi'
wheat. In this case, the major policy variable is the opportunity to grow cash crops on diverted acres. However,

some corsideration is given to a. situation of unlimited
opportunity to grow wheat in the budgeting.
it cash crops are pernitted under the program,
barley will be grown predominantly on diverted acres. About
85 pet' oent of the land taken out of wheat in 1954 was diverted to barley when total coplisnce restrictions nez's in
effect. Nearly the sane amount will be seeded to barley in
1955 according to plans reported by the armera interviewed.
The main influence of total compliance or restriotions on growing cash crops depends on the time duration in
whion farmers can expect regulations to be in force. Under
uncertainty of limitations on essli crops 1rom year to year,
the effects of total compliance are: (1) increased emphasis of grain hay and/or pasture, (2) increased emphasis oX
idle in stubble or double eumtrez'faflow, and (3) little
interest in grass except on unproductive or erosive land.
In a state of uncertainty, farmers will stay in a
position to change plans uick1y. This was indicated in
farmer plans before cash crop restrictions were lifted for
1955 when over halt were going to seed all ewnmex'faUow

and in wheat and use the excess over the allotment for hay
od pasture. Another 25 per cent bad plans for idle. These
were flexible plane permitting maximum wheat production in
1955 should the program be changed by spring. Also, the
alternatives would permit shifts to wheat or any other protitable crops the following year. When total oomplianoe

tayin in
a flexible position beoories lees thportant to wheat farmers.

rogu2.atior continue beyord two or threc years,

Grass for conservation or lvetock prposss, therefore, receives an increasing amount of attention as time goes on.
Evidenos of this was found In the adjustment survey when
SO per c,nt of the farmers planned to seed gaee if confronted with continued wheat allotments and compliance regulationa.
Mgun s 2

Major resource variables which condition the use of
diverted acres are size of farm and amounts of rangeland.

Farmer interert in gree Increased with increase in acreage
operated, Over two-thirds of the farcrs oporattng three
section frrns indicated a preference for grass or aoue combination of grass wider 3izriited opportunity to grow wheat
and other cash crops. Operators of medium-sized farms were
lees interested with about 56 per oent choosing a grass
System, while only 25 per cent of the farmers operating

one section would adjust to grass as an alternative.
For all sizes, the interest in raes was less b
those farmers withoizt significant amounts of rangelamd.
towever, farmers in the small-sized group with significant
rangeland also showed little interest in grass. There are
two possible explanations en why this is so. First, the
likelihood of large farms having suitable areas adaptable

when farm large a on used be always cannot much that
but livestock, with farm small a on utilized be can ture
pas and/or bay grain for usd acres cropland of One-third
operations. range-livestock with conjunction in it use
to ability their is pasture and/or hay grain prefer farms
email of operators 'why reason further A farms. small on
serious more are Inflexibility of consequences favorable
un The farms. larger of operators than flexibility for
need greater much have they because pasture or hay grain
in interested more are farms small of ore Operat

farms. large for true is
opposite the pasture; or hay grain in interested most but
grass, in interested least are farms small of tore
grass. for that of reverse the is relationshIp This
alterna- an as pasture and/or hay grain preferred p
large the in farmers the of cent per 14 and tione,
two with farmer, the of cent per 20 rangeland, with
section one with farmers the of cent per Fifty-six
ad3ustu!ents. these make readily cannot operators
farm small, whereas equipment capital selling by or bor,
a
la- hired down cutting by acres grain of number er
to adjust can They grass. establishing I involved costs
extra the or incomes reduced withstand o position better
In are farmers ei'oplandL Large factors. cost and Income
a

are there Second, operations. pasture economic for down
seeded be can parcels single is, that greater; is grass to
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nwnbere of livestock are the sa:1e for each size.
IcUe alternatives were round to be in'5 important
on medium and small farms without significant amounts of
rangelend than on lare farms without ran(eland. This 16

bee*uee large farms without significant range certain more
tOOk

*5 well as more potential for llvetock.

The

relationship between preference for idlc.'3lterflatiYe$ knd
else of farm then is related to the numbe, of ?1.vestook

or facilities for livestock rather than to size. Hence,
farmers with livestock facilities are least tntereted lit
idle when they can utilize land for gr'owinl3 feed.
oduet lvit

Farmers sampled in three soil uroduotivity areas

did not differ in their choice of alternative laid'-uec
systems.

Owing to higher than usual rainfall in low pro

ductivity areas during the survey year, there was little
difference in wheat yields between areas. Therefore, the
only advantage derived by classifying farms in prod.ucti'
vity groups was to give a geographical distribution over
the five counties studied. We can, however, reason that
productivity of land on particular farms may limit the
alternatives farmers use on diverted acres.

§I]. Erosion

Danger of soil erosion ii an important facto? in

farmers' choice of land-use systems and it may b the main
consideration in restricting the choice of some alternatives. In areas where serious wind erosion problems pr.vail, leaving laud idle is not practical. Th farmers'
primary objective ii to keep the land in crop. Also, in

watir erosion areas, farmers express little preferenc. for
spring seeded grains which leave lend idle through the
winter months. Grass j a first alternative for those
farmers who have thi* washy land or et.ep sloping land
subject to gullying. Finally, aummerfallow practices vary
with erosion problemsi trashy tallow methods are more popular than regular fallow practices where a conservation
measure is required.
Tenure Position

expected that tenure position would have an
influence on farmer adjustment plans. We would expect dcbS

olalons in regard to the use of land to be made jointly by
landowner and tenant. In the survey, tenure was found to
bear little relationship to decisions made. One-half of
th. farm operators, regardless of whether they were owners,
part owners or full tenants, pr.f.rred grass or grass combinat ions for alternatives under certainty as to limited
opportunity in growing wheat. The second choice in terms
of number of farms was either grain hay and pasture,
idle combinations, with tenure apparently having no
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significant influence on farmer preferences. For 195 4
juatnient plane representing decisions made under conditions
of uncertainty, tenure again had no effect.
The true effect of tenure on farmer decisions may
not have been determined in the survey. Failure to derive
relationships may have been the result of Isles security
of tenure given farmers by the way survey questions were
phrased. For instance, when a condition of certainty was
ssuined for several years to come, it is conceivable that
ant frmere understood this to mean they would have
guaranteed tenure for the ea.me period.
Another possible reason for the tack of relationship between tenure and decisions is that Oregon wheat
armors have unususily strong scurity of tenure. Many
farmers classified as tenants were actually related to
the landowners; sons operating the parents' ranch was
found to be a common si uatton If the father still lived
on the ranch ox' nearby, the decisions generally were mad
jointly between himself and the operator son. Also,

ansi's classified as part owners often rented only uaU
.rts of total land operated, and theft' decisions mainly
were those of owners. Some tenants had several landlords

owning different parcels of their land. In this case,
landlord depended on the operator's decisions which
made on the baste of the whole oprating unit.
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Aiternativea

Selection of

On the basis of the preceding discussion of the

alternatives, the following ma be set forth as the logical courses of action farmers will take under dit.ter'ent
tuations:
Barley will be grown predominantly on

(

diverted acres

if

total compliance is

not in effect.
C

)

kcres taken out of wheat will be used
mainly for grain bay or pasture on farms
with livestock enterprises, under limited
opportunity to grow cash crops in the next
two or three years. This assumes about the
current state of knowledge on future wheat
growing opportunities. Farmers without

livestock facilities will look for least
cost ways of banding diverted acres,
cjither by leaving them idle in stubble
or double suinm.rfallow.

Only email a-

mounts of grass sill be seeded in this
short period with uncertainty.
Grass will receive more attention toi' livestock and conservation purposes under the
same limitaticms in longer periods of tim.
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Based on these propositions, practical alternatives
Or conomie comparison are listed below for two reeo-u'oe

situations related to faoilitie for livestock:
Diverted acres on farms without facilities for
livestock,
Barley

Crested wheat grass.
(0) Created wheat giasa and grain ha

(d) Idle in stubble.
Ce) Idi. in suizmierfal].ow.

(f) Idi. and grass.
Diverted acres on faxas with facilities for live
stock.
Barley.
Crested wheat grass.
) Crested wheat grasa and grain bay
Grain pasture and hay.
Barley and grain bay.
Crested wheat grags, grain pasture, and
grain hay.

The above alternatives re not intended to be a

ooapl.te list of possibilities in us. or diverted acres,
They appear to be relevant ones in the minds of farmers
and, for this reason, they are chosen for Thither study.
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Farmers appraised production possibilities for us.
on diverted wheat acres on the basis of physical and economic factors. Physical adaptability of basic alternatives
to different problem areas and resource situations relived major consideration in farmer appraisals.

Impor-

tant economic objectives of farmers in their short-run
plans wire: (1) maximisation of income, (2) least costa
when inoome alternatives were not adaptable, and (3) fl.xi-

bt]ity. Farmer plans generally were for short-rim periods
because at uncertainty in opportunity to grow wheat, to"

gather with uncertainty of the futur. profitability of
alternatives to wheat.

Elements considered for their effect on farmer

ni (1) government policy, (2) resource variables,

productivity, (4) erosion, end

(5) tenure position.

important among these were government policy and resource variables.

Government policy was

the significant

contributing to uncertainty in farmer planning.
in resource variable influencing farmer decisions
was facilities for livestock,

Major courses of action that farmers were expected
take

under different situations were: (1) grow barley

on diverted acres if permitted under the allotment pro-

gram, (2) grow grain for hay and/or pasture on farms with
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stock facilities or leave laxd idle on farms without
tti*s for livestock, under limited opportunity to
cash crops in the next two or three years, and
grow grass for livestock or conservation purposes
wider limited opportunity to grow cash crops over longer
periods of ties. Based on these propositions, basic *1
texnatiyes selected for economic comparison were barley,

grain pasture, grain bay, idle, and grass.

in necessary are outlays capital substantial :owev.r,
idle. land leaving or barley into acres shifting by ment
inv.st- additional incur not does farmer wheat A
plans. land.use difter.nt with ated
ease-' livestock and facilities, lieatock machinery, be
adding in capital of outlays necessary the to Lderation
give Farmers adjustments. making
eon-

of deal great

a

factor prohibitiv, a be may they since alternatives of
comparisons economic in first considered are logically
costs Adjustment livestock. for taoilitte, without z
with farms medium-sized for 1. Table in down are iv.s
alter-' selected into adjusting for required Costa

1ter$v*fl Slected to

Adjust1ng

Coats

flexibility (3) and income, (2) ment,
adjust-' of coats ,)
of basis the on sections following
the in compared are C1zpter in eleøtisd tives
al- the Accordingly, anot1r? over 1*ve system one
advantages flexibility What alternatives? other to d
corn-' earn system one will income much ow
adjustment? be
m*k to cost it wifl much How factors. economic on focus
ad3ustments making to regard in questions Farmers'
ALTERNATIVES SELECTKD OP COMPARISONS ECONOMIC

HAPER
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Table 1. Costs of Adjusting to Selected A1trnattves,
Mdtum-$ized Farm WIth and Without

Facilities for Livestock /

Use of
Diverted Acres
Crested

Livestock faa iliti.
OD*33 machinery j
Liv,*took /
Establishing gz'ass
Total cost
grass and am

5,900
175

Livestock set1tte 2/
Ortes machinery
Baying equipment
Livestock

/

Idle and rs

Establishing grass
Total cost

6,030
1,202

'17

7,60'?

0
5

200
175

930'

3.655

Q/

rass machinery

6,700
1.202

2,020
4,650

Establishing grass
Total cost

/

Barley snd ratn
saying equipnent sad
total

200
175

2,020
3,120
72

6,238

175
300
475

2,020

Grain pasture

Livestock taciltti*s

400

2,020
2.060
4.480

Baying equipment

Livestock

Total coat
Grass, grain pasture

Livestock facilities
Baying equipment
Gras a machinery
Livestock

Establishing grass
Total cost

400

2,020
175

/

For footnotes see following page.

4,100
256

6,951

ootnot*s, Table

2

5

4

5
6

7

8
9

10

Not included in the table are the following alternatives
for which no additional eapital is requiz'ed barley,
idle in stubble, and idle in sumn2erfallow.
Additional cipital rsquir.d is estimated on basis of
1954 prices,
Additional costa for livestock facilities include the
following for farms without livestock facilitiea
fencing... 10 miles at $520 per mtle; water fecili'
ties... $200; building improvements... 2,300; else"
trio fence... 2 miles at $100 per mile. ?or fatis
with livestock facilities, 2 miles of l,otrie tence
at $100 per mile are added.
Grass machinery consists only of a grass seed attach'
mont when seeding in stubble. Md $650 in grass
machinery for seeding in tallow.
Valu. of livestock added to basic system with no diverted acres.
Cost of establishing grass in stubble at $2.83 per
acre including $2.40 per acre for seed, and $0.45
per acre for seeding operations. 3ee tables 2 and.
5 1' or number of acres in grass for seloted alternatives.
Same as for footnote 3.
Includes mower, aided.liverl rake, field bale loader,
and elevator, Custom hire baler for medium-si*d
farm with less than 125 toni of bay.
Same as for footnote 6.
Not an alternative on farms with facilities for livestock. Includes 25 per cent of diverted acres in
grass and 75 per cent idle in summerfallow.
Same as for footnote 6.
Not alternatives for farms without livestock faci].ities.
Four miles of electric fence added for grain pasture.
Same as for footnote 6.
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adjusting to grase-livestock enterprises. Farmer'S with
about an average acreage of cropland, but without livestock
taoiiittes, will need about l4,000 tar establishing a
grass-livestock enterprise. This includes outl&ye for
livestock facilities, livestock, grass machinery, and
oats of establishing grass in stubble. The same adjustnt for farns already establIshed in a livestock enterprise requires only about V7,800 because livestock facilities do not have to be added in this ease. The important livestock facilities required in shifting from a
basic wheat situation are fencing, stock-water facilities,
and building improvements.

In ron-ltvestock situations for farms with average
amounts of oropland, the grass and grain hay &lternative
requires aou.t t13,700 additional capital. This nearly
equal. the amount necessary when all diverted acres are
used for grass. A decrøae in livestock purchases is
offset by ext'a Investment in haying equipment. £ captta]. cost of about 6,200 is incurred when acres are d
verted to grass and grain hay in livestock situations,
This represents a difference of about $1,400 in investment needed between the grass-grain hay and the grass alternativea, with the grass-grain hay requiring the lesser
amount. The smaller adjustment cost for grass-grain hay

to largely the result of smaller outlay. for livestock.
Additional cattle carried over and above the nwnber on
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angeland is 22 head compared to 43 head sddd when all di.

ted acres are put in grass.
Idle and grass as an alternative on farms with no
livestock facilities requires little outlay when the grass
I.e seeded for conservation purposes. However, farmers must
meet approximate capital costs of $6,950 in adjusting to
a combination of grass, grain pasture, and hay, $4,500 for
grain bAy and pasturs, and $2,000 for grain hay grown in
conjunction with barley.
Farmers who use diverted acres f or grain pasture
and bay will add fewer livestock than thoss who use crested
wheat grass and grain bay together, owing to the longer

grising period of the grass and the earlier time of year
in which it is ready for pasture. Also, grain pasture
requires an equal number of acres in summerf allow each

year, and consequently, has less carrying capacity f or
livestock per diverted acre than the grass. This is the
reason why a smaller amount of capital is required in ad-

justing to the grain pasture alternative.
Adjustment coats for alternatives involving grass
her in livestock or non-livestock situations are inaced if farmers prefer to seed grass on prepared land
teed of in stubble. Seeding costs are more than
doubled when land i cultivated for seeding. The cost
per acre was estimated at $6.42 including costs of grass
sed, nurse crop seed, operating costs, and hired labor in
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preparing the seed bed and seeding. The cost per acre for
seeding in stubble was stimated to be *2.83.

In addition to actual capital outlay, varying
of labor are required for making adjustments in
acted land-use alternatives. In shifting to all
on farms without livestock, an estimated 1000

hours of extra labor are needed during transition. This
inoludes approximately 700 hours for building fences,
200 hours for seeding grasa, and the remainder for con-

struction of other livestock facilities. Decreasing
amounte of labor are required f or all other alternatives
for both resource situations, ranging from an estimated
950 man-hours for grass and grain hay on farms without

livestock facilities to 80 man-hours for the grain pas
tuis and hay alternative in livestock situations.
Coat Oomparieon

of Selected Alternatives

Relative income figures were derived for selected
alternative land-use systems on diverted acres by use of
etin,g procedures. These were used to rank alterna
tives on the basis of estimated income-earning potential.
The income figures were a differential of gross farm income less direct costs that vary with inputs and those

indirect costs that occur from additional capital investment in adjusting to particular alternatives.

dim'Sizcd Farms Without Facilit jes for Livestock
Relative incomee from alternatives which farmers

ay adjust to when they do not mve facilities for livestock are shown in Table 2 as a percentage or the income
urder the baaic system of full wheat production.

I?uI3.

wheat production is the situation of normal wheat gi'

ing with no diverted acres.

An income amounting to

*18,355 was derived by subtracting costs of hired labor,
equipment operations, and crop expenses from gross income.

This income figure is higher than a farm income figure
would be because all farm depreciation and repair costs
have not been deducted,
price of

It was calculated for a wheat

2.04 per bushel or 82.5 p.r cent of old parity.

There were no indir.ct expenses deducted because capital
ob.argee whieh are the same 1' or all alternatives wre not
considered.

The relative income from growing barley on diverted acres amounted to 84.4 per cent of the basic income.
This and other percentage comparisons may vary slightly as
other costs are deducted from the gross farm income.
Idle in stubble derived en income

qual to 61.0 per cent,

idle in summerfallow 60.'? per cent, and idle and grass

60.7 per cent of
duction.

the income derived from full wheat pro-

Incomes earned from th. grass with grain bay

alternative, and the grass alternative were 88.1 per cent

Incomes and Costs for Selected Alternatives, Medium-Sized Farm in Area of
Low Productivity and Without Facilities ror Livestock

Table 2.

No Diverted Acres

Unit

Item

Diverted acres
Barley
Grain hay

Ac.
Ac.
Ac.
Ac.
Ac.
Ac.

Sunscerf allow

Creste3
Idle in
Idle in
Total

wheat grass
stubble
suarnerfallow
diverted acres

Livestock
Cows
Yearlings
Bulls
Total animal units

/

Production
Wheat /
Barley 5/
Beef.

Regular
Tillage

Subsurface
Tillage

Use of Diverted Acres

--

___________

:WIt

Idle in
Stubble

-

-

212

-

-

-

-

-

212

-

-

-

-

Bar1ey/
Beef 8
Gross farm income

Total labor requirements

Grass

-

-

-

52
52

-

-

-

424

-

-

-

-

-

319
424

-

-

424

424

-

26

38

6

-

1

7
2

31

45

320

424

Ac.

-

-

424

424

424
424

No.
No.

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

No.

-

-

A.U.

-

-

-

-

-

-

7,020
5,088

7,020

7,020

7,020

7,020

-

-

-

-

-

Bu.
Bu.
Lbs.

11,260

Dol.
Dol.
001.

21,624

-

10,134
-

-

-

-

19,329
-

-

13,484
5,266
-

-

-

-

106

13,484
-

-

13,484

13 484

7,020
-

13,200

18,700

13,358

13 260

-

-

13,484

14,942

2,258
15,518

-

-

1,584

-

21,624

19,329

19,750

13,464

liDs.

605
989

611

Hrs.

1,078

600
1,006

401
703

378
827

378
790

488
1,015

1,037

lire.

1,524

1,689

1,606

1,104

1,205

1,168

1,503

1,415

Dol.
Dol.
001.
001.
Dol.
Dol.

666
1,836
767

672
1,927
792

660
1,862
740

441

1,288
565

416
1,451
478

416
1,398
478

537
1,378

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

Dol.

3,269

3,391

0,262

2,294

2,345

Dol.
Dol.
Dol.

-

172

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

269

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

135

-

-

6

253

221
128
335
190

.

001.
001.
Dol.
Dcl.

-

603

-

-

-

26

1,279

1,113

.

Dol.

Dcl.

3,269

3,994

3,262

2,294

2,345

2,348

4,171

4,938

-3,000

-2,867

-7,165

-7,216

-7,219

-7,584

-7,775

.

.

/

Total direct expenses
Indirect expenses 13/
iach1nery repairs
BuIldIng and improvement repaIrs
Machinery depreciation
Depreciation on buildings and
improvements
Property tax .
interest on livestock
.
Interest on other capital .
Total indirect expenses
.

Total expenses

j/

Comparative income
Income in per cent of basic.

Grass and
Grain Hay

Idle and

Dol.

.

.

Grass /

13,464

Labor regutrements
Hired labor
Operator labor

Direct expenses
Hired labor
Equipment operations
Crop expenses
Livestock expenses
Hay expenses 11/
Establishing grass

/

-

Sales

Wheat /

Idle in
Summerfallow

Dol.
.

For footnotes see following page.

PD
cent

18,355

100.0

27
-

83.7

-

84.4

-

61.0

30

364
91

416
1,262
478
49
1,500
120

2,322

2,992

3,825

7

88
221
137

221

489
33

-

11
-

2
-

60.7

378

60.7

221
127
232

58.7

7
11

57.6

!22°.!'

2
3
4
5
6
7

Based on 35 per cent of total oropland.
Combination of 75 per omit idle in summerfaflow and 25
per cent crested wheat rass.
Animal units are based on a oarryi capctty of 0.18
tnimal units per acre for crested wheat z'sa, and
yield of grain hay of 1.0 ton per acre.
ile13 of wheat is 20 busiiela per acre.
YIeld of barley is 24 bushels per acre.
'ri2e of ea is 2.04 pcz1 busnel. 3eed requirements
are deducted from total production for amount of sa3.i.
Prioe of barley is 1.l) per' bushel. 3eed re4uir.iMflte
are deducted from total production for smount of sales.

Livestock prices are f3 j4 with cows at 14.40 per
hundredweight and calves at $15.50 per hundredweight.
At avors,go prices for 19453, v1ue of a1ea r.
$3,461 for the crested wheat raes alternative and
2,409 for the created wheat grass - grain hay alter
native. Livestock income off grass is reeed by 20
per cent to allow for no income in first two years of
a 10 year stand of grass.
9 Costs of equipment oprions inolud fuel, oil, and
repair parts for tractors, combine, and trucks.
10 Crop expenses .tnciude crop insurance nd weed spr.
U Ray expenses are based on a cost of buying hay at $20
per ton for the z'est.d wh.t grass alternative, and
a custom baling cost at $7 per ton for the crested
grain nay alternative.
wheat gr&s
Establishment cost for grass is allocated as a direct
oot over 10 y&r stand ot grass.
Indirect expenses are based on the following rates I
inery repire .... 4.0 per cent of purchase price.
8

nd improvement repairs .... 5.0 Pu' ceiit of
cor4atz'uction costs for fences; 3.5 per cent
for water developments; 1.5 per cent for
buildings.
Machinery depreciation ..,. 10 per cent of 62.5 per
cent ot uroise price.
Depreciation on buildings end improvetnsnti .... 5.0
par cent of construction costs for fences;
3.5 per cent for water develo.nte; 2.5
per cent for buildings.
}3uildi n

Property tax .... 1.0 per cent of purohse price.
Interest on livestock ..,. 5.0 per cent of purchase
price ].ess 20 per cent.
Interest on other capital ..,. 5.0 per cent of 62.5

per cent of purchase price.
Incomes of alternatives are expressed as plus or minus
amounts in terms of basic wheat system using regular
tillage methods.
-
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and 57.6 per cent

the basic tncome respectively.

Orowing barley on acres
Barley on Div6rted
diverted from wheat was shown to be the best inoonta-earning

alternative to full wheat roductton. Farmers operating
medium-sized farn's derived an income amounting to 84.4 per

cent of the basic system by growing barley on 35 per cent
of their cropland. Reduction in value of grain sold mainly
was responsible for the difference in income between the
two systems. We would expect this when barley at $1.10
per bushel replaces wheat at $2.04 per bushel on more
20 per cent yield increase
one-third of the cropland.
for barley over wheat did not compensate for the reduction

in total value of sales ur4ar price relationships prevailing in 1954.

The substitution of barley tar wheat i,ada little
in the direct coats. Small increases in operacosts for barley were offset by reduced weed sprayequirements for the spring planted barley as compared
0 wheat seeded tn tall. Also, indieot costs were the
ane for growing barley in combination with wheat as for
growing wheat by itself since there were no differences in
major production equipment for the two grains. Slightly
greater amounts of operator labor were needed for barley.
Barley bicame more favorable relative to wheat
suasd lcer prices of wheat than $2.04. With

5

t at $1.13 per bushel, representing 82.5 per con
parity, the income from full wbeat production was i'sduced to $15,071. On this basis, barley on diverted acres
produced a relative income of $13,439 or 89.2 per cent of
the basic system on a medium-sized farm uithout rangelaud.
With a price for wheat of $1.50, the income with barley on

diverted acres inoreaesd to a relative of 94.5 per cent.
The $1.80 price was an estimated feed grain price for
wheat. The estimated price was based on a pound-to-pound

feed value of wheat to barley where barley is 90 per cent
the feed value of wheat (3, p.356).
A break-even price of barley was determined in the
budgeting. It was the price of barley required to compensate for additional costs of growing barley as compared
rith no cost for diverted acres. For the medium-sized
arm, an esttmated 4,187 bushels of barley were produced for sale. The additional cost of growing barley on
diverted acres was $1,106. Therefore, a price of $.25
per bushel was the break-even price of barley. However,
it operator labor was considered as a cost, then the
price of barley would have to be $.50 per bushel to meet
relevant production expenses.
Diverted Acres Left Idle. When diverted acres
were lift idle, the relative income was considerably less
than that derived from growing barley on extra sores.

Eowever', the idle *lternatives produced higher income cii

farms without liveetøck facilities than did the grass systems of farming under 1954 livestock prices. Land was left'
idle in stubble, in sum.rraflow, and in eummerfellow with
sal1 portions of diverted acres seeded to permanent grass.
A fat,inerst income was estimated at 61.0 per cent of the
income from full wheat production if he did nothing but
spray stubble for weeds as a way of handling extra acres.
By eumnierfallowing all diverted acres or by seeding down
25 per cent of them in grass with ummertallow, incomes
amointed to 60.7 per cent of the baste wheat income.
Pz'eparat ion of suierf allow involved extra cultivations
and costs of equipment operation were greater than land
left in stubble. While the reduction in incom* we. nearly

eivai for the three ways of handling idle land, greater
amounts of operator labor were involved in double summer-

taUowing than in the stubble alternative.
The cutback In production and sales of wheat explains nearly all the reduction in incom, caused by 1eay
ing diverted acres idle. owever, the decrease in income

was greater than the reduction in gross sales, indicating
that direct costa did not decrease proportionately with
lesser wheat production. Under a hypothetical situation
of non-use of diverted acres, a 38.0 per cent cutback in
wheat production caused a 38.3 per cent reduction in Income. This means that direct costs per' dollar of gross

lea were greater for the reduced acreagee of wheat than
under full wheat production. In other words, a farmer was
unable to decrease direct costs in the same prOp0rtiOAa that
his gross income decreased.
Hired labor, equipment operation eoste, and crop
expenses were the main expense items reduced In goii from
full wheat production to a situation of idle diverted acre..
These were Lecreased approimately one-third. R.dued

wheat acres teeulted in lees ultivition, &rveating and
hauling of grain which, in turn, meant smaller tractor,
combine, trucking, and hired labor costs. Also, smaller
acreage. involved decreases in crop insurance and weed
spray expenses.

In the short-run, no reductions In indirect costs
associated with leaving land idle. In the long-rim,
a farmer w.tld be expscted to reduce machinery
inventory by not replacing extra items which are fully
depreciated. In an adjusted situation of less wheat production, machinery required for 5 medium-sized farm could
conceivably be reduced to that required for a email-steed
farm. This would permit reductions in farm caita3. by an
etinmted $3,000 and corresponding decreases in capital
o*rgea of $360 per year. These include less machinery
repairs, depreciation, interest, and property taxes *150-

dated with the smaller inventory of machinery.
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Ga and G'ain
DiverteI Area. Uther 1954
livestock prices, a system of peilmanent graa &nd grain
bay on diverted acres waa not as profitable as leaving
land idle. Relative income derived from the grass and
grain hay alternative was only 58.7 per cent as much as
the income from full wheat production on a mediwn-stzed
farm without rangeland. This represented a .3 p.r cert

reduction in income from leaving land idle in stubble.
There was also a considerable increase in the amcunt of
operator labor required for livestock by using the grass
and grain hay alternative on diverted acres.
Smaller gross income was the main factor causing

the grass and grain hay alternative to be relatively less
profitable than straight wheat production. Only a nominal
livestock enterprise ccld be added where some of the land
needed for pastme was utilised in grain hay and auertallow. Consequently, income added from livestock sales
amounted to only 20 per cent of the reduction of income
which resulted from less wheat sales. Direct costs were

less for the grass and grain hay alternative than for a
situation of no diverted acres, but the reduction was
little because haying xp.naes neerly offset the dc.
creases in hired labor, equipment operation, and crop
xpena.e from the production of less wheat.
Additional indirect expenses further limited the
income earning potential of the grass and grain bay

alternative. Repairs and depreciation on added 1iveatok
facilities, haying machinery, &ivl grass machinery was'.
major cost items. Interest on investment in liyeetock

and other additional capital also reduced the profitability of growing crass and grain bay on diverted acres.
Diverted Aas'ea. Among the possible alter
Gras;
a on medium-sized farms with no rangeland, the geed

crested wheat grass was least ps'ofitable under 1954
livestock prices. Inocmo front grass was estimated at onl
57.6 per cent of the basic stam primarily because ltYe
atook sales made up only one-quarter of the loss in gross
income from reduced w1aat production. Direct expenses
wor, higher for the grass alternative than for other a)
ternatives since it was necessary to buy hay. Purchases
of hay more than offset reduced expenses of hired labor,
equipment operating costs, and crop expenses resulting
from the outback in wheat grown. Also, direct costs were
inoreseod by an establishment cost for grass allocated
among all the years that diverted acres are in grass
Indirect costs arising mainly from repair, depreciation,
and interest costs on capital added in adjusting to the
grass-livestock enterprise further reduced the profiting

ability of the grass alternAtive.
Tinder average livestock pric*s for the period 19495$, the use c crested wheat grass for pasture on all
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diverted acres becaxia the second moet profitable alternative
to iheat. It was preceded only by barley in income earned.
The income of the grass-livestock alternative aiounted to
6 per cent of that derived from a11 wheat production.
Grass on all diverted acres was sli.&htly ciigher in profit'ability than the grass and grain hay combinat ion at the
m*'e favorable livestock prices. This was because it
became more economical to raise beef and buy bay than to
grow hay for a smaUer roduction of livestock.
£ break-even price of livestock was estimated at
9.80 per hundredweight. It was the weighted average
price for cows and calves required to cover additional
coats associated with a livestock enterprise as oompard

with costs of leaving land idl. in stubble. In calculating the break-even price, allowance was mad tar no liv.stock ineome in the first two years of the ten year stand
of grass. This was done by reducing the income from livestock for the year budgeted by one-fifth the value of
cattle sold. Th. price of $19.20 per hundredweight
vered annual direct and indirect expenses associated
tb th. added livestock enterprise. The main direct expens. was for the purchase of hay. Indirect expenses in.
eluded allocated yearly costs for repairs, depreciation,
and interest on machinery and livestock facilities for
the ten year period. Interest c1rged on investment in
ltvestook was averaged over eight iears since no livestock

0

were added in the first two years of grse. The breakeven prico of 19.2O was for the adjuatent into a grasslivestock enterprise from a situation without livestock

factlittes.
Sub surf

Till*ie. Farmers may want to use a

trashy fallow system in erosion problem situations. They

are interested in the inme and costs associated with
adjusting from regular inoldboaz'd methods of fallow preparation. Additional machinery required for subsurface
tillag. includes a grabme hoems chisel type plow, a deep
furrow drill, Md * rotary hoe. The investment required
to add this equipment was estimated to be $4,310.
By using trashy fallow on a medium-used farm of

low productivity, yields were reduced by 10 per cent of
the yields obtained under regular tillage methods (10).

This resulted in a reduction in value of grain sales of
about $2,300, In turn, the inoos derived by using a
trashy system amounted to 8.7 per cent of the baste income when regular fallow methods ware practiced. Direct

charges were assent tally the same for either tillage
method but indirect expenses w'e increased when trashy
fallow niachinery was added to inventory. Depreciation,

repairs, interest and taxes were the added capital charges
incurred in making the adjustment to subsurface tillage.
However, if a farmer had already adjusted to a trashy

stem, then hiø indirect charges were only sliht1y,
higher than tho!e of regular fallow. In this cace, thoonie
earned by using trashy fallow methods was estimated at
85.7 per cent of the tnoome from the baste wheat system
using regular fallow.
The value of trashy fallow, however, has been to
maintain yields over a period of years in erosion problem
situ&ttons. ri,ld and Inc oine cnparisoiis made above
applIed only to the effect of usiig subsurface tillage
fallow

Implements in place of the mnoldboard plow. Where yield
declines through erosion wore evidenced, reduced incomes
resulting from sub surface tillage would be compon3lted

by benefits of trashy tallow in the long-run.
ediu-Sized FarmR with Facilities

Lvejo

Relative incomes of selected alternatives for
medium-sized farms with facilities for livestock are shown
in Table 3. Incomes are xpresd as & percentage of tb.
income front a basic wheat-livestock system with no diverted
acres. The income derived from the basic system was about
$19,400 when 19M livestock prices were used in the budget
snaiysis. Under 1949-53 prices of livestock, the baste
income figure was estimated at $21,080. These incomes
were t or * medium-sized farm equipped with livestock
acilittee and a baste livestock enterprise of 50 antunits. Capital costs which were the same for aU

Incomes and Costs or Selected Alternatives, Medium-Sized Farm in Area

Table 3.

of Low Productivity and With Facilities for Livestoak

Use of Diverted Acres

No

Barley

Diverted
Item
Rangeland

arid

1

Unit

Acres

Barley

Grain Hay

Grass

Ac.

1,000

1,000

1,000

1,000

Ac.
Ac.
Ac.
Ac.
Ac.
Ac.

-

212

125

-

-

-

424

424

42

42
8

/

Grasa,
Grass and Orau Pasture GraIn Pasture
Grain Hay and Hay /
and hay
1,000
1,000
1,000

Diverted acres
Barley
Grain hay
Grain pasture
Sumrnerfallow
Crested wheat grass

Total diverted acres

-

87

212

-

-

212

-

-

-

-

424
424

254
424

76
16
3
90

59

-

-

85

-

85

73
167

106
106
212

90
424

424

94

-

Livestock
No.
No.
No.
A.U.

Cows

Yearlings
Bulls

Total animal units
Production
Wheat
Barley

/

/

Bu.
Bu.

Beef

Lbs.

42
8
2

8
2

50

50

11,260
20,600

7,020
5,088
20,600

7,020
3,000
20,600

21,624
3,105
24,729

13,484
5,266
3,105
21,855

13,276
3,104
3,105
19,485

70

65
13
3
77

83

37,500

-

7,020
29,550

7,020
32,350

7,020
26,650

13,484
5,139
18,623

13,280
4,179
17,459

13,089

12,976
4,021
16,997

2

50.

7,020

12
3

54
10
2

Sales
. Dcl.
Dol.

Wheat

Barley 2/

Dol.
Dol.

Beef

Gross farm income
Labor requirements
Hired labor
Operator labor

Hr.
Hr.

Total labor requirements
Direct expenses
Hired labor
Equipment operations 2/
Crop expenses Q/
Livestock expenses

Hay expenses fl/
Establishirig grass
Total direct expenses
Indirect expenses
Machinery repairs
Building and improvement repairs.
Machinery depreciation
Depreciation on buildings and
improvements

Property tax . .
Interest on livestock
Interest on other capital
Total indirect expenses
Total expenses
Comparative income

.

. . .

J

Income in par cent of basic
For footnotes sea following page.

1,057
1,795

1,262

1,740
5,287

1,740
5,290

-

-

Dcl.

.

894

1,862

. Dol.
Dol.

Dcl.
Dol.
Dol.
Dcl.
Dcl.
Dol.
Dcl.

767
54

-

-

-

740
54

657
54
609

4,172
-

-

-

81

126

-

-

-

-

-

20

63
290

5,297

5,290

4,462

19,432

-2,867

.4,409

100.0

409

1,244
1,653

1,836

900

961

1,129
2,090

Dcl.
Dcl.
Dol.
Dol.

.

813

1,168
1,981

Hr.

. Dcl.
Dcl.
. Dcl.

/

818

1,151
1,969

-

85.2

77.3

450

667

1,175
1,842
734

-

4,519
17,608
765

1,243
2,008
842

839

1,168
2,007
923

1,455

1,571

1,645

2,240

120

498
76
595
72

4,647

3,430

3,687

3,881

20
11

7

88
20
137

137

88
40

81
40
126

20
64
302

20
55
156

40
67
205

40
45
103
76
511

478
97

507
83
658
26

12

75

8].

436

551

658

3,981
5,954

.6,169

5,083
5,892
69.7

69.4

4,345

68.3

503
68
742

4,392
6,827
64.9

64

Footnotes, ?b]
1

2
3

Based on 35 p.r cent of total cropland.
Portion of diverted acres in grain pasture is spring
seeded grain.
Animal units are based on 1000 acres of range, and
teed production on oropland with the following product tvi.t less

Grain hay yield .... 1.0 ton per acz'e.
Grain pasture (fall seeded) carrying capacity

1.0 animal units p.r acre.
Grain pasture (spring seeded) carrying capacity
0.75 animal units per acre.

4
5

6
'7

8

9

10
11
12

13

Created wheat grass carrying capacity .... 0.78
animal unitc per acre.
One thousand acres of x'arsgeland .... 50 animal
units.
Yield of wbat 1. 20 bushels per acre.
Yield of barley is 24 bushels per acre.
Price of wheat i $2.04 per bushel. Seed requiramertts
are deducted train total production for amount of sales.
Prio. of barley is $1.10 per bushel. Seed requirements
are deducted from total produotion f or amount of sales.
Liveetook prices are for 1954 with cows at *14.40 per
hundredweight and calves at $15.50 p.r hundredweight.
At average prices for 1949-53, value of sales for the
selected alternatives are as follows: barley ....
$4,7b6; crested wheat grass .... $7,978; crested
wheat grass - grain bay .... $6,389; grain pastur
and hay .... $6,164; barley end grain hay .... $4,'755;
crested wheat grass - grain pasture and bay.... $6,909.
Costs of equipment opezationa include fuel, oil, and
repair srts for tractors, combine, and trucks.
Crop expenses include crop insu.r*noe and weed spray.
Hay expenses are based on a cost of buying bay at $20
per ton or a cost for custom hey baling at 7 per ton.
Establishment cost for grass is allocated as a direct
cost over 10 year stand of grass.
Ii'direct expenses are basid on the following ratsiz
Machinery repairs .... 4.0 per cent of purchase
price.
Building and improvement repairs .... 6.0 per
cent of construction costs for tences;
3.5 p.r cent for water developments;
1.5 per cent for building..
Machinery depreciation .... 10 per cent of 62.5
per cent of purchase price.

system. weat-livcstook basic of terms in amounts
minus or plus as expressed are alternatives of Incomes
price. purchas of cent per 62.5
of cent per 5.0 .... capital other on Interest
cent. per 20 less price chase
pur- of cent per 5.0 ..,. livestock on Interest
price. purchase of cent per 1.0 .... tax Property
builiings.
far cent per 1.5 developmtts;
water for cent per 5.5 fences; for
ooste construction of cent per 5.0
improvmsnt* .ix buildings on ion Dpreciat

(Continued)

7ab1s Footnotes,
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alternatives were not considered since they have no effect
on relative incomes.
ii diverted acres was
Incoiiie from barley
etimated at 85.2 per cent o.t the basic income. The barle
and grain hay alternative was next in profitability for
livestock situations. The income derived from growing
barley and grain hay together was about '17.3 per cent of
the baste income. Relative incomes for other eelaotid

alternatives for situations with livestook facilities in
comparison with basic systems were: 69.7 per cent for gr&a

69.4 per cent for grass *nd grain hay, 68.3 per cent for
grass with gi'atn pasture and hay, and 04.9 per cent for
grain bay and pasture.
Ealey on Diverted Acres. Barley was the rmmber

alternative to wheat as in the situation without

stock facilities. The income when barley was gr
on diverted acres was estimated at 85.2 per cent of the
basic wheat-livestock Income. Reduction in income was

caused by substituting barley for wheat on diverted acres
when the price of barley was only about halt the price of
wheat, Again, sm*ll ditfernoss in total dir*ot and in-

direct coats were involved in production of the two
grain
Barley and Cl'atn Bay on Diverted Acres. Then bay
requirements were produced on diverted acres in oon3unetion
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with barley, income earned was less than that derived from
growing barley on all diverted acres. It amounted to a

little more than 77 per cent oi the basic whsat'liveatock
This nmans wheat farmera will want to plant all
their extra acres in barley amt buy hay. The main reason
for the difference in income was tnat barley was more
ya1u.ble tba.n hay. Also, there wei'e 000t differences of
significance. Dtreot expenses for producing bay were
income.

less than that for barley, but indirect expenses were
greater. Depreciation, repair, and interest charges on
capital invested in haying maohLnery were responsible for

tb greater indirect costs associated with growing bay.
Although the operator wo'ked less hours on the barl.yhay
alternative, hired labor coats were more than it barley
was grown on a]l diverted acres.
Grass on tivcrted Acres. Iiv.rting wheat acres
to created wheat grass was shown to be the be3t alterna.
Lye next to barley for farms which bad livestock faoi
litios. This supported the relationship suggested in
farmer answers in which the preference for seeding grass

w*s greater it farmers had facilities for livestock.
dome estb*ted from growing grass on all diverted acres
a 69.'? per cent of the income from a basic wheat-live.
stock system. The corresponding income earned by putting

all diverted acres in grass on farms without livestock
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facilities wag 57,6 per cent of basic. For the five year
av.rage of livestock prices, incomes were estimated at

79 per cent of the basic inome for farms with iiveatoek
facilities and 63.2 per cent of the baste income for farms
without facilities for livestock.
Smaller tnome. from grass compared to the baste
at-livestock system resulted mainly from reduced value
Of products. When created w1eat gras. was seeded on diverted acres, 40 additional animal units could be budget-

d as eorprnd wtth the numbers of animal units in the
basic system with a liveatoc enterprise. This is an
80 per cent inorsass in liveatock. However, income Zr
livestock was increased by only 65 per cent b the additional 40 animal unite. The non-proportionate increase
in income was the result of averaging livestock income
from grass over 10 years when it was derived in an
eight-year period. The incrass in annual livestock income at 1954 prices compensated for only one-quarter of
the decrease from less wheat sale.. For average 194985 livestock prices, the increase in beet income mads
p 40 per cent of th. loss in wheat income.
Total expenses were decreased when a grase-livi
stock enterprise replaced a tz'd of the wheat production.
Th. decrease resulted from smaller direct costs which
more than ecmpsnsato for tnoxteased capital charges on the

investment in added grass machinery and livestock. Direct
xpensee were lower for the grass alternative because reduced costs of hired labor, equipment operations, and crop
expenses offset costs of buying additional hay. Operator
labor requirements vex's increased when grass was grown on
land taken out of wheat production.
Orasa

Orsiyi

ed Acres. Orowing

in conjunction with crested wheat grass pastme
Sd in an income estimated at 69.4 per cent of the
noose from the basis wheat-livestock system. This was
ilightly lees income than earned by using all extra
a for grass under 1954 livestock prices. The oppo-'
site was true of the adjustments mad from a situation
t livestock facilities where grass and grain hay

slightly more profitable than the grass alternative.
This indieates an advantage in maximising the use of
pasture when livestock could be added without incurring
excessive indirect sxpnses. The main difference in
profit ability between grass grown on all diverted acres
and the grass-grain hay combination on farm, with live-'
took facilities was the greater gross revenue from
grass. Increased gross income resulted from a larger
number of' cattle sold from grass grown on all diverted
ores than from grain hay and grass grown together.
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Diverted
Grain Pasture. and Qrain
Acre. Grain planted in the spring fox' pasture puzposia
In combination with grass was expected to have advantages
over grain pasture ox' grass pasture alone. Spring grain
was ready for grazing ien crested wheat grass niade its
Grass

least contribution to the pasture program. In a oomphntentary relationship between grass and grain pasture,
cattle would be carried on grass in the siring, and
through the sinmter on grain pasture. The effect of cornplem.ntarity in the two pasture sources was to increase

the size of cattle enterprise.
Budgeting results show, however, that income fr

grain pasture, together with grain hay on dies was less than the income frost grass pasture
aM grain b*y. The combination of the two pasture sources
and grain hay derived an eatixiated income equal to 68.3
per cent of the income from a basic wheat-livestock system.
Grass as the single source of pasture and grain bay earned

a. relative inom of 694 per cent, The two pasture eyetern, however, derived a slightly higher income than the
grain pasture and grain ha.y alternative.
Gross returns wore greater for the oombined pas

tin'. system than for either grass or grain pasture used
alone because complemsutarity of the two pastures resulted
in more hivstook production and sales. However, increased

direct and indirect expenses for the grass-grain pasture

ud grain hay alternative more than offset the higher rea. This is the reason for the income reduction when
pasture was added to a aatem of grass and grain hay.
sea in direct expenses mainly were caused by larger
haying costs in carz'ytng extra cattle over winter, aired
labor, operating costs, and crop expenses were necessarily
higher for the alternative with grass and grain as sources
of pasture than tar' singl, pasture systems because it ifli
eluded a larger livestock enterprise. Also, the two pasturs program required greater investment and increased
indirect charges.
Grain Paatui'e and

Diverted

The gr

ng of grain pasture was lees profitable than grass pasture on diverted acres because grain did not provide as
complet. a pasture program as grass. Income from the *1ternattve of grain pasture and hay was estimated to be
64.9 per cent of the income derived from the basic wheatlivestock system. This compared to 69.4 per cant when
grass pasture was used with grain hay. Although wheat
pasture carried more animal units per seeded acre than
crested wheat grass, its duration was short and it was
not as timely as grass. FaU seeded grain was not ready
tOT pasturing until May or JUflGb while cr.stOd wheat
grass was pastured in March. This meant that the winter
feeding period was longer when grain pasture was used and,
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therefore, hay rquirements were greatet'. in addition,
grain pasture required an .qual amount of aunmerfallow each
year which resulted in less pasture than grass provided.
For the medium-sized farm with facilities for livestock,
'70 animal units were carried when crested wheat grass and
hay were grown on diverted acres, whereas 63 animal units
5tOckSd when grain pasture replaced grass pasture.
Smaller livestock sales associated with grain pas
ture as compared to grass Dasture accounted for much of
the reduced income between the two systems. Grain pa.tur also inmlv.d greater direct zpensee than grass.
This. ino].ied more hired labor, iquipment operation,
ci'o, and haying x3 its. Costs ot mimmertallow and seed'
tug were not reduced from the baste wheat livestock situ*
tiori because the number of acres in grain was the same in
either case. There were, however, savings in harvesting
coats.

!ft.ot of Productivity on Inoo

Pot.nt3). of Alternatives

The prec.dtng inoome comparisons among selected a]-

ornativep were made for low prodwtivtty situations. N
we consider the effect of productivity in ranking alter
natives on the basis of income. Productt'vity differences

made litti. difference in relative profitability of the
alternatives, This was because yields of the different
crops varied nearly in proportion to the differences La

7

yields of wheat. Whe*t yield for the low productivity
level was 20 bushels per acre, and barley yield was 24
bushels. These yields were assumed to be 50 and 58
bushels per acre respectively for high productivity areas.
The yield differential of barley in each case was 120 per
cent of the wheat yield. 8imilarly, yie1d or pasture
and 1i.y were assiaed to be proportionate to differences
in wheat yields. Therefore, estiiated incomes for the
aelacted alternatives differed by about the same percentage for high productivity areas as they did for the low
productivity areas.
There were differences in high and lot produeti'.
vity areas not shown by ranking of the alternatives
budgeted. Farixs,re In high productivity areas bad some

additional production possibilities to those selected for
economic comparison. For example, alfalfa grvn for pasture or seed wire possibilities on some farms. Also,
farmers in high productivity areas were able to u firti.
liser economically.
Income comparisons were made In the budgeting for

the basic wheat system with and without fertilizer applied.
The use of fertilizer waá found to be a profitable practici
on high productivity farms. Income from using fertilizer
on the medium-sized term was estimated &t 122 per cent of
inoome 1' or the basic wheat system without fertilizer.
This increase in Income meant that nearly two-thirds of
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:h, moons lost through a 55 per cent redaction in wheat
production could be regained by using fertilizer.
The increase in income largely was the result
increased yields from fertilizer. Yield increases of
eight bushels per acre were obtained by applying 30
pounds of actual nitrogen per sore in the form of snhydrous smeonia, This was the modal rate of application
and yield response from use of anh&rous ammonia ferti
ussr as reported by farmers in the awv.y. Gross inorns by using fertilizer at this input-output relationwas about 28 psi' cent above that derived when no
user was applied. Increased direct expenses, bowreduced the additional income from fertilizer.
Cost of fertilizer at $0.14 par pound of actual nitrogen
was the main direct expense incurred.
Effect, of Size on Income Potential

Alternativ

Preferences for land-us, alternatives were obned from farmers in the survey according to the size
their grain growing operations and the number of
s they diverted from wheat. Size did not affect the
se of barley on diverted acres as it was the most profitable alternative regardless of size. Size differences did
affect choice of pasturs alternatives.

Effot, of size on relative moons. of alternatives wer. not budgeted in this study. Expected deviations
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ow medium-sized farm comparisons were used in sxpl&in-

ng two size inoomi relationships. These were: (1) greeter

ofitability of grass on lai'gs farms, and. (2) greater pro.
titabt].ity of idle on aiall farms relative to incomes from
other alternatives.
Grass

Diverted Lores. Higher rettn'ne were ix-

peoted to result from grasslivestook alt.rnativ.a on large
farms owing to inorased gross incomes together with nonproportionate increases in total costs. Value of u.les

will increase directly with size of livestock enterprise,
but total costs will not increase in the same proportions.
This is because of size efficiencies which keep operating
costs down; for example, livestock labor requirements per

head are less for large than for small cattle enterprises.
Similarly, indirect expenses per unit decline when livestock facilities are utilized more economically.
Idle on iverted ores. The relative profitabili I
of leaving land idle depends on the size of farm or the
number of acres diverted from whest. On small farms with-

out facilities for livestock, incomes from idle alternatives are expected to be higher relative to incomes from
other alternatives. This is because of increased indirect costs associated with utilization of diverted acres.
or example, indirect costs resulting from added inveateat In livestock facilities on small farms ar. high

compared to the limited number of livestock added. For a
medium-sued farm without rangelard, an income equal to
61.7 per cert of the basic heat income resulted from the
non-use of diverted acres. This compared with the 58.'?
per cent derived from the grass and grain hay alternative.
While idle alternative. on small farms will not be more
profitable than on medium or large farms in absolute terms,

we expect them to be more profitable relative to other alternatives. Therefore, income for the grass and grain hay
alternative on small farms would be lower than 58.7 per
cant for the same alternative on medium farms.
8.legted Alternative. Ranked 2 Basi
.

Flbil.ity

Farmers consider flexibility as one of the most deirabis features of farm planning. Wheat farmers seek to
maintain a high degree of flexibility which allows them t*
change readily into mope profitable crops or enterprises at
low oo3t. £ large portion of this chapter bee been spent
in ranking alternatives on the basis of income potential,
but sltepuative with the highat incomes do not always
offer the greatest amount of flexibility in land use.
FlexIbilIty, therefore, may be a deciding factor in
land-use deciatona when ther. is little difference among relative incomes of the alternatives Xt x'smains then to rank alternatives on the basi., of their
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flexibility advantages.
Alternatives r.

Fams !itbotlt act1ttjj £2 Livestock

On the baste of macme potential, practical alternatives for farms without facilities for livestook ranked
in the foilowing OP4STZ (1) barley, (2) idle in stubble,
(3) idle in *ummertallow, (4) idle and grass, (5) grass
and grain hay, and (6) grass. A significant thing *bout
the relative ineomss of these alternatives was the narrow
eread between them. With the exception of barley, the
incomes ranged from 61.0 per cent of the basic wheat aye

tea for idle in stubble to 57.6 per cent for the grass
alternative.
Because of the small inoomO differences, flsztbility baa a major role in the determination of most suit
able alternatives in short-run planning. Therefore, the
above ordering conditioned by flexibility of alternatives
is as foflows: (1) idle in aumnerfallow, (2) idle and.
grass, (3) idle in stubble, (4) grass and grain hay,

() grass.
Iseaving land idle in suirmerfallow offers iiaximm

flexibility whereby farmers can maintain a state of readiness for growing profitable crops every ysr. Idle in combination with 25 per cent of the diverted aoros in grass
is second in terms of flexibility tnoe '75 per cent of
the extra acres are clean aumxierta1lowed in that
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alternative. Idle in stubble, the alternative ranking
first in income is quite inflexible when land is not
worked each year. This shift in ordering l.a significant
because the small income advantage of idl in stubble is
eadily off set by the disadvantage of its relative inlexibility in the situation without facilities for livestock. Thus, if erosion pxobl.as do not exist, idle In
summellow should have preference over idle in stubble
in short-run planning. Tba grass and grain bay alternative is less flexible than idi. in stubble, but seeding
down grass on all acres is the least flexible use of land
under the diverted acr program. Farmers hesitate to seed
grass at high ooet when future incomes from grass-livestock enterprise, are uncertain over the ten-year stand
of grass. Also, with the addition of livestock and fad.ties for livestock, flexibility permitting the return
grain farming is further decreased.
Uterriatives for Pa'ma with 1!aoilitiee for Livestock
There is more nearly an inverse relattonehip be-

ncome potential and flxibility for livestock
ona than for non-livestock alternatives. Agair
the spread in relative incomes is narrow if barley alternatives axe not considered. The other selected alternatives for this resource situation ranked according to
decreasing incomes arez (1) grass, (2) grass and grain
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) grass, grain pasture and hay, and (4) grain pastare and hay. Significant in this ordering Is that ineomi
decreases as th. proportion of grass used on diverted acre.
es. The rang. in relative incomes is frost 69.7 per
of the basic macme for the grass alternative to 64.9
per cent for the grain pasture and bay alternative.
For flexibility, the above alternatives are ranked
exactly opposite to what they are in terms of income.
follows because grass is the isast flexible use of
diverted acres. In choosing among these alternatives
under restrictions on growing barley, a farmer would likely do best in the short-run by going into grass and grain
bay. In this way, he can attain a considerable e.inount of

flexibility at the loss of only a ta11 amount of income.
Important here, however, will be long-run planning. For
example, eonservatioa dvantagea stay be the determining

factor affecting farmer choice of alternatives that are
qnal in income and flexibility advantagss. Also, farmer
preferences are important where choices must be made be-

tween income and flexibility in the slioxtrun.

Selected alternatives for two resource situations
were ranked in this chapter on the basis of: (1) costa of
adjustment, (2) income, and (3) flexibility.

$0

No adjustment costs were incurred in adjusting to
barley on diverted acres, but large sauowts of capital were
required for alternatives including livestock. ?oz' mediunsized farms, cost. amounted to about $14,000 for shifting
into the grass-livestock alternative on farms 'without facilities for livestock and $7,600 for farms with livestock
facilities. Adjustment costs for grass and grain hay alternatives 'were about $13,700 in situations without live-

stock facilities, and $6,200 in situations with facilities
for lvestook. Approximate coats of adjustment for other
alternatives on farms having facilities for livestock werei
$6,950 for grass-grain hay and pasture, $4,500 for grain
pasture-grain hay, and $2,000 for barley with grain hay.
Ineoma from growing barley on diverted acres was

stimated at 84.4 per cent of the inoome derived from full
wheat production on farms without facilities for livestock.
Relative incomes for other selected alternatives expressed
as percentage. of the basic income were estimated. as
follows: idle in stubble at 61.7 per cnt, idle in summer-

fallow and idle with aae both at 60.7 per aent, grass
n hay at 58.7 per cent, and grass at 57.6 pci' cent.
he decrease in income between barley and other selected
alternatives was caused by the decreased sales of a cash
crop. Differanoes among incomes of remaining alternative.
resulted both from income and cost differences.
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Barley income was approximately 85 per cent of the
ineon* from the basic wheat-livestock system for farms with
livestock faeiltttse. Inoomo trc barley and grain hay was
tiraated .t 'P7.5 per cent of the basic income. Relative
cunse for grass, grass-grain bay, grass-grain hay and

pasture, and grain pasture-grain hay alternatives were 69.
par cent, 69.4 per cent, 68.3 per cent, and 64.9 per ont
peetively. Significant in these comparisons wars the
higher incomes associated with the greater proportions
of diverted aez'ss in grass. Decreases in inoome when cash
crops were not grn were osused by reduced values of live
took production p.r acre, together with tnorsassd costs
nvolved in livestock and haying enterprises.
Non-oath crop alternatives for farms without liveok factitt lii, ranked according to decreasing tiezibi'
advantages wars: (1) idle in summerfallow, (2) idle
and grass, (3) idl, in stubble, (4) grass-grain bay, and
(5) grass. Por flexibility, alternatives other than barley
ranked exactly opposite to what they did on the basis of
tnooms In situations with livestock facilities. The order
was: (1) grain pasture and hay, (2) grass-grain pasture
7, (3) grass-grain hay, and (4) grass. The order
verssd because incomes increased but flexibility
decreased with larger proportions of diverted acres in
gre
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HA.PTER V

SOIL CONSERVATION IN THE OREC}0I
WHEAT- SUMMERFALLOW AREA

Lack of knowl.dge of future benefit. from soil conrn has been advanced as the major reason Oregon
armere have been slow in adopting conservation ey.
past studies, emphasis was given to 5011 0Ofl:

servation eyete*s for prevention of soil roslon, but
eoonomica]ly compared with soil exploiting systems
of grain farming, lower net returns were derived from

conservation system. (9, pp.30, 84, 85).
The purpose of this chapter is to foons *ttention
on the fuudszentals of oonservation and attempt to place

n a realistic position for evaluation of alternative
so systems. Three main division, of the chapter

deal with: (1) some prinoXpies of eonaervstton, (2) the
tste of the soil conservation problem in the Oregon wheatsummerfallow area, and (3) the ranking of selected alternatives on the basis of conservation advantages.
Principles

Conservation

Outlined in this section are the important principles in conservat ion, including the meaning of conserva-

tion, the place of resources in conservation, and the sat.
minimum standard of conservation. The special problem of
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conservation in soil resourcea is also considered.
anng of Conservation
There are many definitions offered to explain the
term conservation. Bunco sare conservation ts a concept
re1tth to niaxtmizin trdividusl and social wealth Ovei'
time. He points out that conservatton has a derent

meaniflg with reference to different tyies of resourooa.
one oe, conservation may involve a reduction in rate
of consumption, while in another, it suggests an increased
rate of consumption (4, pp.1-4). Wantrup emphasizes the
view that conservation does not mean non-use of resources,

but is the full utilization of resources. A popular no
tion is that conservation expresses time distribution of
physical inputs. In this sense, conservation is a000mpushed by changing the distribution of physical inputs
o attain the beet time pattern of use on basis of the
Hence, conservation is concerned
with the 'when of n.e'. Conservation may increase use
knowledge available,

of a resource above the present level, may keep it conetant, o may slow down the decrease (5, pp,4854).
Ready says that coneervat ton Is merely a problem of allocating scarce resources between time periods (8, pp.'?68
772)

the from satisfied az's wants human tutur and present that
sena the in resources only are and tomorrow, resources be
not may rsouroes Todaye conservation: about thinking
our in omitted often consideration important an oonv.y
terms these effect, In institutions. and technology ing
obang- of influence th. representing statistical, and cal
histori- are resources post Ex operates. he which tutions
insti- social and technology the under user resource the
of view of point the rsflct resources ante Ex
fixed. not are resources
Hence, vari*ble$. other are institutions his and ledge,
know- his objectives, his man, which In setting social
a in variables are Resouross institutions. social ing
exist- with and technology, of state the with objective,
his with user, resource the with is, that scheme; means
ends the with changing concept relative a is resource
a that out points Wantrup pp.4-4). (4, life aninal and
plant of productivity annual the involving resources cal

biologi- (o) periods, tine different in use for available
amount. diffirent with inexhaustible are which
i's- flow (a) time, with inorsase not do and exhaustible
are which resources stock or turd (a) groups: three into
ted olasaif are Resources forms. various in resow'ces or
use the with concerned are principles Conservation

søea

Resources
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and product a derIved from them.

These distinct ions introdues the thought that ttu'
*tlons may exist where preservation of resources is UneOD.
nomioal. The point of view held by some etudante of resource use is that destructive exploitation may be warranted by prevailing economic fr ace which produce desireble transftrmation ol resources. It has been suggested
progress in technology can solve all resource probms whereby the only resources worth saving are h'!n inUlgence and the cultural climate favorable to techno-

logical prreea (.5, pp.15-31).
Kinimum Standard of Conservation

The real, contingency faced in flon-aonaervatton is

a state of irreversibility In use of flow resources where
by it become. uneconomical to halt and reveise depletion.
e irreversible, the rate of depletion exceeds a safe
mum etandard.

The safe minimum standard varies with

a of reversing depletion in relation to retrns from
resource. Hence, it may be conceived as a region
whsn considering varying price cost relationeh.tpe in cons.i'vation. Costs of maintaining the safe minimum standard

are small if action ii taken in time, end proper methods
of conservation are employed. In fact, the economic ra
tionale of a safe minimum standard is based on the proposition that coats of maintaining it are enall in relation
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o losses which irrevcreibilit of depletion night entail.
Howeve
a state of irreversibility is uncertain under
changing conditions. This means conservation could result

in social loss if technology and wants cb*nge so that prsent resources no longer are resources.
what should conservation policy be if the safe
.imu*i standard has been passed and irreversibility of
is exists? Perhaps no effort should be wasted in maining a sate minimum standard if natural decreases in
sources are taking place. Then the polisy question be
onea one of deciding whether the avoidance of natural
irreversibility necessarily should be an objective (5, pp.
251.267).

Conservation of Soil Resource;
We have examined some theoretical aspects of ginresource use and now turn to soil resources and some
he difficulties contained therein. Land conservation
a untcLue problem because agriculture land resources

Land is partly a fund resource, partly a
flow resource, and partly a biological resource. It
therefore, cb*xacteriisd as a composite resource (4, pp.
7, 8). This affects the rate 4 using soil resources
since an increase in use et the composite may be perfectly
az'e complex.

compatible with a decrease in use of the components. 7
example, the effects oX sheet erosion, leaching, ox' loss

of organic mattei' may be obsourid if crop yields are ri-

gard.d as an indtcatton of the stati of conservation.

What is the position of the safe minimum standard
La it defined in term. of

in relation to soil resources?

use rate or' in term. of conservation practices?

8oms di

fine * safe minimum standard in soil conservation as the
avoidance of gullies, but it may also be defined in terms
at a sate yield (6, pp.251-259).

Au objective of erosion

control fforts may bi a permissible rate of soil erosion
or safe minimum standard.

This is a certain annual rate

of top soil loss per acre of land.

Justification for us-

ing any r.00mmended oon*rvation practice may rest primarily upon the idea of a permissible rate of soil ferti-

lity 1058e1 ('7,

p.948).

Many feel the basic objective of all conservation
must be the introductIon of land-use systems which per-

minently stabilize soil assets at their present level.
This point of view fails to recognise that exploitation
of land resources may be beneficial to both the farm operator and society as a whole.

3zploitat ion is conomie

when cost, of production are lower than they would be if
fertility wers maintained (4, pp.69, '70).

When potential

productivity of the soil is decreasing at an irreversible
rate, we have a state of uneconomic exploitation ezeept
when the decreas. is from the virgin fertility level.
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We any dtftsrntiate among certain farm practices
by keeping in mind that conservat ton measures are those
which maintain original output over time and are not those
hich merely increase production in the short-run. Pranttou of gullying is a conssrvati on measure sinoe future
production diminishes as original labor and capital are
added to non-gullisd land in marginal ereas. Sheet era

ton ii not yet directly related to future production
it it rate is at a fraction of an inch paz' year' on deep
top soil. Under this condition, the same application of
non-conservation inputs results in nearly .qual output
during successive production periods. The original production level can always be restored by replacing the
quantity of eliments originally supplied by natur's.
he State of the Conservation Problem

j

Oregon e Ib.at-Sum,nerfallaw Area

What i; the state of the conservation problem in
the Oregon wheat-sm'mi.rfallow area? This is a necessary
question to consider in light of reosiendations regardtrig the alternatives which farmers might adopt for use
&tv.rted acres. Therefore, this section deals with
he followingi (1) application of general conservation
principles to the study aria, (2) analysis and interpretation of wheat yield data in developing a hypothesis explaining the state of conservation in Oregon's wheat aria
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whole, and (3) permissible rate of soil depletion
b avoids irreversibility in soil resources.
frpi3.ioation of Conservation Prino3pl.e

!j

Earlier studies were undertaken to measure the
eøonomtc consequences of soil erosion on wheat yields in
eastern Oregon (11). Tb. relation between soil depth,

lose of surface soil, and wheat yields indicated that if
soil erosion continued at the pr.ssut rate, productivity
of many farms soon would be reduced below the profit level.
was concluded. that h.at yields declined, in relation to

amount of topsoil losses and eventually would diminto zero. For example, it was estimated in one area
remaining topsoil sill be removed within 100 years
s conservation farming systems are adopted (31, p.19).

Also, the soil was said to lose its productive capacity
as topsoil is removed because the pete of loss is ace
erated through time.
How serious ar. the soil losses indicated above
in terms of conservation theory presented earlier? 8011
is a composite set of resources which are only resources
in terms of the ends-means scale of econoejios. These r.soizees are not fixed but vary with technology, changing
social institutions, and in terms of demand for the de
rived products. Thus, we may question whether or not
present resources used in producing wheat will be

go

our'e,s in the future when considering the changing empbaste in the wheat position. There are few competing
uses for which the drytand wheat area is adaptable. A
declining per capita consumption of wheat and xpsota4
decreases of a permanent nature in export requirements
ogether are more than likely to off oat increases in do-'
mend from population inox'eases. This means the long
demand for wheat will continue to diminish.
even if we could expect a continL'ed demand for
eat, and wheatland remained a resource, we would need
allocate its use over time. Although future resource
needs for wheat production likely will not be eliminated
completely, we might expect t1so neids will be greatly
reduced. ffnoe, it appears that present use of re.ources
should be preferred over future use when we are uncertain
wheat resources will be of the same importance in the
future. Following this lin of reasoning, we might eon-

duds that a high rate of present use of wheat resources
will maximize welfare between time periods. This is eonsistent with equating the marginal rate of substitution
of goods in consumption with the iiarginal rate of goods
in production. One will readily ask, "Why use more resources now when we have wheat surpluses anyway?". This

may be 3ustified because It means use of morc stock resources of the soil and lees flow resources such as human
nergy. In other words, it means exploitation instead of
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conservation and not necessarily more wheat.
The foregoing theory bears some consideration, but
have ignored the dynamic nature of technology which has
implications in regard to resource use over time. We as
sumed that technology will, not find uw uses for wheat
and other alternative grains. There is some possibility,

too, that new uses wUl ba found for soil resources.
Thea. might erroneously be exploited it uaed in the vein
of the previous discussion. Likewise, too much emphasis
should not be given to the premise that we sill face an
overall decline in demand for wheat in future years. IS

osnnt ignore the realistic possibility of future int.r
national emergencies whsn a demand for the basic food-

stuffs by the peoples of the world will occur again.
Also, though the demand for what may decline, the demar4
for other agricultural products may increase. Other areas
will then be taken from the production of wheat whereby
the Oregon wheat ares may have a greater relative ..dvsn'
or less a'.]ative disadvantage, than it now has.

we need to retain a hold on the position that
soils of th Pacific Worthwerst wheat area vii]. continua

to be resources in the immediats future years at least.

£nalyi

4 Intrpretaton

Wh9t

ata

Is turn now to some empirical data on wheat yield
and soil productivity changes over time.

The main
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objective of the following analysi3 was to develop a hyp
thesis on whether soil resources in the Oregon wheatsummerfallow area were being depleted at a permissible
Date. The problem was to determine whether the wheatland

soils were being managed by farmers such that application
of current and anticipated technologies could X'58t01'e ox'
exceed earlier wheat yields.

tatietical regressions were used to study the
Ld of wheat yields over time. We were interested in

yield trends as a measure of changes in productivity; for
example, of losses in productivity of wheatland and the
extent in which losses could be restored by increased
technology in wheat farming. One set of estimating equations was derived from experimental data representing the
change in yields under a state of constant or nearly
constant technology.

The first part of the analysts was designed to
the decrease in wheat yields over time under the
Yield data
from the Pandleton experimental sub-station in UniatiU&
county were used in a regression with the major factors
wheat-suinmerfallow system of growing wheat.

that logically affect winter wheat yields including

sonal rainfall, fall rainfall, and the time factor
(2, p.2). The trend was measured for a 22 year duration of the rotation, and the following quatton was

9

dertved:
T

35.0 .5575X1 4. l.0952X2 + 1.341X3 where:
T
yield of wheat in bushels per acre
X1 : duration of rotation in years
$ seasonal rainfall In inches

tall rainfall in inches
£11 the coefficients of X terms in the equation

wets significant at the .05 level for the

t' test.

Our

interest was in the X1 coefficient whioh indicated that
wheat yields decreased about 0.5 bushels per year on the
average since the rotation started in 1931. This amounted

to a one bushl decrease in each cyoi of the rotation.
The estimate in productivity loss in this analysis was for
an average rainfall or an eetimatø after correcting for
the effect of upswing in rainfall during the experimental
period.
Under a similar analysis carried out for the Hero
experiment sub-station in Sherman county, a downward dI-

rect ion in trend of wheat yields was indicated by the
sign of regression coefficients. However, the variation
in yields for this set of experimental data we. not explained sufficiently by factors included in the regression
an*lysis. These included rainfall, evaporation, and time
in years. Although the regression coefficient tot seasonal rainfall was significant, evaporation and time
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factor coefficients were not significantly different from

zero at the .05 level for 't

This means the decline 1*

t yields In this ease could be the result of chance
In any earns, were not thee declines in yield .x
pected since fertility could not be economically iintamed at the virgin soil lsv.]t It was natural that vs
ye a drop in productivity because continuous producon of any crop, soil conserving or exploitative would
give us some declin In yield, except perhaps permanent
ass. To utilize all wheatland in grass, however, would
render it useful for pasture only, which represent a a
change in valu of composite soil resources. Liso, one
aspst of conservation was the minimization of non-us, of
flow rernouree components.

From the results of the preceding analysis, we may
tentatively conclude that the experimental data provided
corn. evidence of decreasing soil productivity for wheat
production over time in the wheat-fallow rotation system.
Th. question of practical significance, however, is whether
armers experienced similar decreases in wheat yields under
wbsat.zummerfallow rotations. Unless farmers changed produotton methods inough to hold up the yield of wheat, we

would probably find gradual declines in trends of actual
heat yields far the area as a whole over the same period.

5

on of topsoti losses and corresponding de'
clinea tn wheat yteis s not nvinoing evtdenco that
any permanent stage of lcw produotiity has been reached
in Oregon wheat soils. This doubt is ss,eci*11y ju.ti
Indi.oa

tied when tteie].tntng ytelds were shown under a con5tsn

state of technology. Coraequently, a more realistic
analysts was carried out to show the historical yield
pattern through sat ye.ts. It was deairAed t usasure
the effect or changing technology in reversing a sieeltne
in wheat ylells. The important question remaining to
answer about the state of conservation in Oregon's wbfiatland reeouroes iii Iave soil resources reached a point

of irreversibfltty in productivity?
The tollowthg sttttatioal analysis V5 an attflp
to measure the effects of ohangea in tcbnology on yields
of wheat for Untatilla county from 1939 to 1953 inclusive.

The rnethod was to Isolate the effect of tIie or duration
of rotation on wheat yield. by removing the effects of
rainfall. The tIie factor was ised as a variable to rs1
fleet changes In technology throughout the years, namely,
increased fertiliser applications and the use of nigh
yielding varieties. In graphic analysis, a curvilinear
line, concave from above, appeared to be the best ap
,ro,irmat ion in estimating original observations. Yields
decreased until the 1946 crop year, and then there was
$ general upward swing since that time. An explanation
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for this could be that previous to l94, ytel&s deoreased

ec atng soil fertility

and heavy wartte cropping
practices. The recent increases in ytelds were more than

with

likely the result of increased use of fertilizer which
was au'aiiable at the end of the war, in addition to new
varieties introduced about that time.
The best estimation equation statistically derived for fitting the data included a linear factor for
rainfall and a curvilinear factor for time. Interaction
between time and rainfall was not found significant 80
it was omitted from the equation. The final form of tho
equation used was:
Y

23.5 + O.7423X1 l.5688X2 + 0.O943
Y a yield of wheat in bushels

where2

rainfall in inces
time in years
x3

x22

All the coefficient vals were significantly
different from zero at the five per cent level. From this
analysts we can say that there was a linear relationship
between rainfall and yields, and a curvilinear relationship between changes in technology and wheat yields for
Umatilla county from 1939 to 1953. The interpretation
of the reresston coefficient for rainfall was that given
a 0,7 inch increase in rainfall, there was a one buhl

7

so in yield on the average.

Regression coefficients

me and time squared tact ors could riot be interpreted

separately because time squared had

an influence on yield,

Opposite to that of time itself.

The regression curve of yield of wheat on time,
with average rainfall, Is shown in Figure 3.

The ostimat-

ng equation was for average yields in tJmatilla county for

he years 1939 to 1953.
rried out f or

me period,

A corresponding analysis was

Morrow and GillIain counties in the same

The results roughly indicated the same di-

rectional relationships but reress&on coefficients were
not statistically significant.

Rainfall and c}*nging

technology did not explain enough of the variation in
yields for these counties to give significant results.
Serious limitations in the use of the above
analysis exist because of the short time period studied.
In tact, the decline In yields indicated in Figure 3 was
somewhat unrealistic as we expected from the earlier part
of the analysis for experimental data that such declines
would be spread over a longer period.

Hever, the pin-

pose of the short-run analysis was to show that Increased
technology had reversed declining wheat yields, and not
to measure the rate at which yields either decreased or
Increased.

Per a longer period (1928-1953), the same form
of regressIon analysis for all three counties indicated
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more gradual decline In yields until the upward turning
ut in the regression curve was reached. This was more

istie than the short-run analysis but significant rewere not obtained. A large amount of unexplained

variation in earlier wheat yields oauaed all regression

ciente to be statistically insignificant.

The

of the coefficients, however, indicated the same
directional swing in the regression curve as shown in
Figure 3.
The hypothesis advancad on the basis of the pre'
eding analyses and discussion of conservation principles
lelde have not declined beyond th. safe mininu*
after about 60 years of growing wheat in the

tad productivity decline ii not likely to be a
in tot" serious consideration In the forseesbis
future. Tbez'ef ore, assuming yields as the measure of
productivity under changing conditions of technology, a

stats of irreversibility in use of wheat resources does
t exist. It is recognised that som farmers experience
ortous conservation problems espseially in wind and
sr erosion regions. The hypothesis is, however,

upt to explain the state of conservation in the
Oregon wheat-srnimerfallow area as a whole.

Although the evidence in support of the hype-

is certainly is not oonclueivs, it does suggest that
fertility has not d.olined to a stats where it is
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wisconomic*l to restore yields. Becaus. of' limited data,
1e unable to further test the hypothesis. leverthe-

isis, the writer' believes that wider' spread us. of reent
and potential technologies in wheat culture wider favor'able prios'cost relationships will more than offset yield
decreases fr losses of soil fertility.
Permissible Rate

30t1 Dijleticfl

Farmers may find it uneconomical to oap10 n

techniques to maintain wheat yi1ds. This is so either
because of capital restrictions or because it may be
more economical to ixploit stock resources. Hence, we
are interested in the rate at which these resources are
used so that the region of irreversibility in produotivity will be avoided. That is, what is th. permissible

rate of soil loss consistent with the economics of not
asking major shifts to conservation system. of farming
In many oases, the rate of soil loss may be brought withn the permissible rate by adopting recommended conaerV*ion practices such as aubsurfac. tillag. ox' strip cropng.

Determination of a permissible level of soil loss
the wheat area under study is a difficult task facing
tegratsd research efforts of economists and soil seisn
tists. Unfortunately, a wide gap ezists between the theory
and actual establisheent of such a level. An abstractness
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remains that needs to be made more specific in order be
adopt the principle to an analytical framework. If this

could be done, th.n an actual rate of soil loss in inches
per year could be establiand as a permissible level for
a. given economic horizon.

A oo=on sense criterion used as an approach in
arriving at a safe minimum standard is the way the farmers
view sot] losses. Generally, individusi farmers recognise
the type of soil erosion on their farms that eventually
might interfere with tiflags operations. In this regard,
;b sate minimum standard is defined as avoidance of guF'
es or wash aways. It is øoneeivab]s in most cases that
may rely on farmer observations and Judg .ments to re-

cognize trausfcrmatton of cropland into a state where productivity cannot be restored. W found this to be gene?
ally true in bbs wheat farm survey carried out in the tall
of l54. Farmers were keen to observe develøpment of
serious erosion problems, and to take nOcessary conservation steps to prevent losses whi6h would affect future
productivity of their land.
An economic indicator which will tfl the farm
to change to a conservation type of cropping is a lower
ing of yields to a point where n*t revenues may be ineased by following recommended conservation practices.
The farae, will make changes to come within the permis

sible rate of soil loss when the comparative advantage
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in relative produotivities and prices swings in favor of
conservation crops over exploitative crops.
A change in 1anduae patterns as a result of relative price changes can be expected only whin two condi-

tiona are fulfilleth (1) there is a decrease in explottative crop prices relative to prices of alternative soilconserving crops, and (2) the new ratio of prioes continues long enough so that farmers no longer anticipate
return to the old level. The economic advisability a
further conservation practices may be calculated by comparing additional revenues and coats when a safe minimum
standard baa been determined as a base level.
Conservation in Ranking Select ad Alternative C

We have suggested that conservation firming systems may be uneconomical either to soolety or the mdividuai. in the short-run, and some empirical evidence

leads u.s to believe conservation is not a real problem
in Oregon's wheatland area. Also, farmers will not
&dopt oonservation systems if unprofitable. Therefore,
income, costs of adjustment, and flexibility remain as
the important short-run criteria in choice of alternatives
or use on diverted acres.
However, conservation may be an important con-

sideration of many farmers in their use of land in the
long-run. It may be the determining factor it farmers
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are convinoød income and flexibility are not increas*d by
exploitative land-use systems. Hence, the selected alter-

natives for use on diverted acres in both situations with
and without facilities for livestock are ranked below on
the basis of conservation advantages. Then, conservation
aspects of bseie alternatives are considered.
ermg, Without Facilities

Livestock

Selected alternatives adaptable to farms without

estook facilities in order of conservation benefit.
) grass, (2) grass-grain bay, (3) idle and grass,
(4) idle in stubble, (5) barley, and (6) idle in s1m.rfallow. This ranking ii signifisant because it i* nearl
opposite the order given the alternatives on basis of
income and flexibility. Except for barley, incomes from
on-conser'vation alternatives are only slightly higher
hsn those which provide the greatest conservation s4
vantages. However, conservation is not likely to be
given much consideration in this resource situation wbste

era seek a wimum degree of tl.xibiltty.
e Wtth F*eilitie8 for Livestock

For livestock situations, the selected alterns
ties ranked in terms of conservation are: (1) grass,
(2) grass-grain hay, (3) grass.gratn pasture and bay,
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(4) grain hay and pasture, (5) barley and grain hay, and
(6) barley. Alternatives providing the most conserv&tio*
advantages in us. of soil resources are those involving
ths larger proportions of grass. These are also the iiternatives with greatest income potential but least amount

of flexibility for resource situations with facilities
for livestock. Important then for farms which have live
stook facilities is the possibility of combining income
and conservation advantags. In the situation with no
facilities for livestock, maximum income and flszibility
were attainable from non-conservation alternatives.
Conservation Aspeet

Alternatives

Crested wheat grass offers niors protection against
soil erosion than does any other alternative. Farmers

generally consider this to be true if a good stand of
grass is established. Also, conservation benefits are
derived when half the land is not summ.rfallowed each
year. Fall sseded wheat is the next best conservation
measure, whereby land is not left fallow over the winter
months in which erosion hazards are greatest Grain bay
has this advantage on diverted acres.
Many farmers in water erosion areas emphasised
the danger of spring aoded grains from the standpoint of
rosion problems. In tact, the seriousness of the problem
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in some areas in Oregon does not permit the growing of

barley exaept at the risk of losing topsoil. Leaving
diverted acres idle in surnm,rfaflow ranks poorly in terms
of conservation because land is continually ezposd to
both wind and water erosion. Idle in atubblø, however,
can offer good protection against erosion hazards, and
it eliminates the n.eeseity of leaving half the diverted

sores in clean fallow each year. In this regard, idle
in stubble has an advantage over the grain pasture or
hay alternative.
Combinations of basic alternatives on diverted
sore a have unique advantages to farmers who want to a-

ohieve both flexibility and conservation. Many farms
include small portions of oropland sub 3sct to serious
*onservation problems. This includes steeply sloping
land with water erosion problems and light blow soils
subject to wind erosion. In these cases, a land-use
system which permits the prevention of soil losses,
but at the same time affords maximum flexibility, oould
be the farniars' best alternative for diverted acres.
Idle in eunuuertallow with grass offers these sdvantages. Grass is seeded down on the erosive land, and
the remaining diverted acres are left idle in summerfallow so that flexibility is maintained on fields in
which erosion does not occur. Similarly, the grass-grain
bay alternative combines erosion prevention with a

1.06

reasonably flexible landuse

sten.

Six

The purpose of this chapter was to place conserva-

tion in a realistic position for evaluating selected landuse alternatives. Principles of conservation and statis'
tical regression analyses were used in developing a hypo-

thesis on the state of the oonservation problem in the
Oregon wheat-etmmiertallow area.

The hypothesis dsvelOped

a that productivity has not declined to a state in which
S uneconomical to halt and reverse depletion, and that
he productivity decline is not likely to be a serious
problem in the fcz"soeable future. Also, the notion that
farniere readily recognize and correct deterioration of
tietr wheatland which sill render it irreversible in pri
ductivity was advanced. armerz were expected to allow
losses in productivity as long as they could economically

increase yields in the future.
Selected alternatives for fariits without livestock
es ranked on the basis of conservation advantages
) grass, (2) gxass.grain bay, (3) Idle and gram

Idle in stubble, (5) barley, and (6) idl, in summerfellow. In situations with facilities for livestock, al.
ternatives In order of conservation advantages were:

(1) grass, (2) grasa.gratn hay, (3) grass-grain pasture
and hay, (4) grain hay and pasture, (5) barley and grain
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hay, and (6) barisy. Alternat1v55 whtoh provided the

*xt-

mum tncome and flexibility had least conservation advanu

tages in situations without livestock facilities. Largest
incomes were obtained, however, from alternatives with
most conservation advantages on farms with livestock fact

lities.
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CHAPTER VX
SUMMARY

,cocr.U8IoN3

Oregon wheat farmers recently have been faced with
serious adjustment problems because of acreage allotments
in wheat production. The siam purpose of this study was
to provide the basis for increased farmer knowledge on
use of diverted acres. Two major questions considered
were* (1) What ware the practical alternatives for use
on diverted acres? sad (2) How did practical alterna-

tives compare on th. basis of economic criteria?
The study area comprised the wheat-'serfallo'w
land of the Columbia Basin in northeastern Oregon, ineluding the wheat areas of Morrow, Gtlliani, Sherman and
Wasco counties, and part at Thriatilla county. Farm survey

data primarily were used in selecting the praottos3. *1ternatives to wheat. The main method of comparing alternatives was budgeting. This facilitated an income acmps.rison in which gross farm income, direct costs, and
indirect costs were taken into aocount. Xnooine comparisons were limited in the analysis to mdium-sissd farms.
Costs of adjustment, flexibility, and conservation ware

other criteria used in appraising the alternatives.
Alternatives were selected for economic comparison

on 'the basis of farmer appraisal and land-use plans.
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Physical adaptability of basic systems to different problem areas and resource situations received major consideration. Important economic objectives in farmers' shortrun plane were: (1) maximization of income, (2) least cost,
and () flexibility. Farmer plans generally were for short-

run periods because of uncertainty in opportunity to grow
wheat, together with uncertainty of the future profit-'

ability of alternatives to wheat. Government policy was
the significant factor contributing to uncertainty in
farmer planning. An important resource variable in-

fluencing farmer decisions was facilities for livestock.
Major courses of action farmers planned to take
under different situations were: (1) grow barley on diverted acres if permitted under the allotment prcratfl,
grow grain for hay and/or pasture on farms with livestock facilities, or leave land idle on farms without
facilities for livestock, under limited opportunity to
grow cash crops in the next two or three years, and
grow grass for livestock or conservation purposes
under' limited opportunity to grow cash crops over longer
periods of time. These were the alternatives studied.

Costs of adjusting into selected alternatives
dium-sized farms ranged from about $14,000 for grass

in situations wIthout livestock taoilitie to about
000 for the barley-grain hay alternative on farms with
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ock facilities. Capital requiremette for adjust
into grass-livestock sitems on farms without facia were approximately two timee as large as the
qutrements on farms with livestock facilities.

Selected alternatives for situations without fact
littea for livestock were ranked as follows on the basia
f income: (1) barley, (2) idle in stubble, (5) idle in
summerfallow, (4) idle end grass, (5) grass-grain hay,
and (6) grass. Estimated incomes expressed as prc.nt'
ages of income for a basic wheat system ranged from 84.4

p.r cent for barley to 57.8 per eent for grass. For
with livestock facilities, selected alternatives
or of decreasing estimated incomes were: (1) barley,

(2) barley and grain hay, (5) grass, (4) grass-grain hay,
(5) grass-grain bay and pasture, and (8) grain pasturegrain hay. The incomes for these alternatives ranged
from 85.0 per cent to 64.9 per cent of the income for a
basic wheat-livestock system. The order of the alternatives ranked on the basis of flexibility differed from
these rankings.
A hypothesis on conservation developed was that
tivity of soils in the Oregon wheatsummerf allow
as not declined to a state of uneconomic reversi-

bility, and productivity decline was not likely to be a.
serious problem in the forseeabl. future. Farmers were
expected to recognize end correct uneconomic deterioration.
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Selected a1ternative with largeit proportions
of diverted acres in grass provided the moat conservation.
sa alternatives with maximum income and flexibility
advantages vex's least advantageous trcm a conservation

standpoint in situations without livetook facilities.
Conservation eyateme ranked nzt to barley as alter'
nattvss on farms with facilities for livestock.
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